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ABSTRACT 

 

A method to generate structured meshes is developed that allows for rapid re-meshing of 

CFD problems that have rapidly changing boundaries or internal configurations.  These types of 

problems have typically been solved by periodically, completely re-meshing the solution space 

or by attempting to adjust the position of the mesh where small and slow displacements are 

involved.  For problems where rapid and/or large motion of the mesh is required, the re-meshing 

process can overwhelm the computational capabilities employed for the solution to the extent 

that many hours or even days of CPU time are required.   

The Reverse Meshing (RM) scheme developed in this paper makes use of the finite 

element method of solving truss-structure problems to convert the re-meshing problem into a 

simple algebraic solution that is easily and efficiently employed for continuous re-meshing of the 

solution space.  By equating the points in the mesh to nodes in the finite element sense (which 

are the pins in the truss structure) and the interconnecting links in a mesh to the bar elements in a 

truss structure, the finite element solution of the truss structure can be used one-for-one to solve 

for the positions of the mesh points, using a simple matrix multiplication at each time increment 

in the CFD solution. 
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PREFACE 

 

The motivation for this research came from an experience involving aerial refueling with 

a hose-drogue system.  These systems use a long, flexible hose, attached to a tanker aircraft at 

one end and a drag-producing coupling device at the other.  The receiver aircraft is equipped 

with a probe so it can connect to the hose and receive fuel.  There is a take-up reel on the tanker 

that extends and retracts the hose and maintains tension in the hose after the receiver makes 

contact.  If the take-up system fails, the hose becomes unstable, producing very large, violent 

oscillations.  This can cause significant damage to the receiver and/or tanker aircraft. 

When investigating how to model this failure scenario, it was discovered that there were 

no high fidelity models available.  Existing research was limited to low fidelity, simplified 

models, especially for the aerodynamic forces.  No research involving computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) modeling was discovered.  This research attempted to circumvent the 

complexities and computational burden of CFD by modeling the hose as a series of 

interconnected, rigid elements connected by joints with piece-wise, average, static aerodynamic 

properties for each segment.  This pseudo-finite element method requires considerable ‘tuning” 

to match the resulting model to expected/actual results, which means that it is not suitable for 

prediction of new or unrealized situations.   

The limiting factor to producing a high fidelity model of this and similar scenarios 

appeared to be the lack of a method to compute accurate, unsteady aerodynamic forces that can 

be coupled to a dynamic structural model of the flexible hose-drogue system.  Available CFD 

tools do not include a method to continually and rapidly re-mesh the solution space when the 

system being modelled is a constantly changing shape.  This research will attempt to fill this 

need. 
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CHAPTER 1   

INTRODUCTION 

To compute the aerodynamic forces due to fluid flow around an object, the Navier-Stokes 

equations are solved at discrete points around the object [1, 2].  This solution results in 

discretized knowledge of the pressures applied to the object, which can be resolved into the 

aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the object.  The points around the object can be 

selected by various means, such as geometric methods [2], solution of elliptical or hyperbolic 

equations [1, 2, 3], or via a structured or unstructured point generator.  The resulting set of points 

and connecting elements is called the mesh.    

A difficulty arises when the object within the mesh and/or the boundaries of the mesh 

changes over time.  If this change is gradual and well behaved (i.e., relatively small and smooth 

variations in shape), then the problem is dealt with by periodically re-meshing the solution space, 

re-initializing the solution, and continuing the static or time-dependent solution until the desired 

result is obtained. 

There is a class of problems, however, that do not lend themselves to this approach.  

These problems are typified by rapid changes in the shape of the object and/or boundary or the 

deflections are very large and/or very sharp in there radius, and in extreme cases both of these 

occur.  This can occur because of external or internal causes.  An example of an external cause 

would be when the boundary changes because the flow channel is actuated to change shape.  

Flow in a flexible channel, such as a blood vessel, is an example of this type of system [4-7].  

Blood is pushed along by the pressure waves caused by the beating heart, which also cause the 

blood vessels to expand and contract as the wave passes.   An internal change would be when an 

object of interest responds to the aerodynamic forces generated as a result of fluid flow by 
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changing shape.  This is the case for an aerial refueling hose.  Any disturbance to the hose from 

either externally applied forces (an aircraft contacting the hose) or the airflow around it, causes 

the hose to respond by changing shape, sometimes very rapidly [8-17].  A vibrating string [34] or 

membrane is similar. 

These types of problems require very large meshes due to their size and complexity and 

must be re-meshed nearly continuously due to their constantly changing shapes.  For example, to 

solve the aerial refueling hose whip [ 9, 11-15] problem using CFD, the solution space would 

have to be quite large, approximately 100 by 50 by 50 feet.  With the small diameter of the hose, 

typically 3 to 4 inches in diameter, the mesh required to accurately solve this problem would be 

on the order of millions of points.  In addition, the rapidly changing shape of the hose during a 

hose whip event dictates that the mesh has to be updated approximately every 0.1 to 1.0 

millisecond for a solution lasting 3-5 seconds  This results in 3,000 to 50,000 mesh updates.  It 

would, therefore, require an enormous amount of computational and storage capability to 

maintain the mesh for this type of problem. 
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CHAPTER 2   

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1   Historical Meshing Approach 

There has been considerable research conducted to understand and develop methods for 

mesh generation [1, 2, 19, 20].  These methods fall generally into the categories of structured, 

unstructured and hybrid meshes.  Commercially available CFD toolboxes now include 

standardized 2D and 3D tools for generating these meshes for use in solving a wide variety of 

problems.  In some cases, these methods also include tools that allow, to some extent, for mesh 

movement, refinement or adaption [21].  Most of these capabilities allow for relatively small 

changes in mesh shape and/or density, primarily to improve the CFD solution in localized areas 

of interest.   

Problems requiring large boundary and/or shape changes during the solution are handled 

by re-meshing the problem as the unsteady solution progresses.  For problems involving slow 

changes, this approach has been successful to the extent that the re-meshing does not overtax the 

computational capability available.  The typical approach is to generate the mesh (and metrics 

for structured meshes), solve the unsteady NS equations for a small time advance, then re-mesh 

and solve for another small time advance, until the desired timeframe is completed [19].  This 

approach is shown in Figure 2.1.  Typical meshing tools and NS solvers do not allow for this 

iterative approach to be automatic, which drives an enormous amount of analyst’s time and data 

storage requirements, and introduces additional opportunities for error. 
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Figure 0.1  Typical Unsteady CFD Solution Method for Dynamic Systems 

2.2   Mesh Generation Methods 

Each category of mesh generation has its strengths and weaknesses, which must be 

understood to determine if an existing method could be modified or extended to solve the hose 

whip problem.  A good quality mesh will exhibit a smoothness in point distribution, control of 

point density within the domain, orthogonality to boundaries in areas where this is important, 

limited skew-ness to prevent distortions in the solution that may cause excessive diffusion or 

dispersion, and the ability to adapt to rapidly changing boundaries and/or points within the 

solution. 

2.2.1   Structured Mesh Methods 

Structured meshes typically have regularly-spaced points that are aligned in a matrix 

format that allows each point to be identified by its indices in that matrix [1].  This allows each 

point to be merely referenced rather than looked up (e.g., the neighbors of the point (i, j) are at   

(i + 1, j), (i – 1, j), etc.).  Meshes on a rectangular domain are trivial to generate, and structured 

mesh generation research has concentrated on techniques to mesh domains with irregular 

boundaries. Generally the meshes are generated so that they fit the boundaries with one 

coordinate surface of each cell of the mesh forming part of the boundary. This gives accurate 
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solutions near the boundary and enables the use of fast and accurate solvers using finite 

difference methods. For fluid flow, these grids allow for easy addition of turbulence models, 

which usually require the grid to be aligned with the boundary. 

The most common method of generating boundary-fitting grids is to have one continuous 

grid that fits to all the boundaries. The effect is to fit a contiguous set of rectangular 

computational domains to a physical domain with curved boundaries as shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 0.2  Two-Block Boundary-Fitted Structured Mesh 

It is difficult to fit complex domains with one mapping from a rectangular computational 

domain without generating excessively skewed grids. To get around this problem, there have 

been two main variations developed, multi-block and chimera grids.  In multi-block meshing a 

complex domain is divided into a number of simpler shaped sub-domains, and a structured grid 

is applied to each, as shown in Figure 2.3.  This is generally performed using a CAD program 

and takes considerable manual effort.  This manual effort must be repeated each time the 

boundary changes. 
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Figure 0.3  Example of Multi-Block Grid Fitted to Complex Geometry 

The Chimera meshing technique actually overlays two or more structured grids, each 

aligned to the complex areas of the domain, with the remaining, less-complex area covered by a 

separate mesh, shown in Figure 2.4.  The intersection of these meshes is resolved by 

interpolating the solutions in each area to account for the overlaid areas.  This will improve the 

quality of the mesh around complex features and allow for some movement in the boundaries of 

the domain, but can add 10-30% to the computational burden of the resulting solution. 

 

Figure 0.4  Illustration of Boundary-Fitted Grid Overlaid with a Simple Rectangular Grid 
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Once the mesh is generated, the physical problem has to be discretized and solved on this 

grid. It is possible to calculate finite difference (FD) or finite volume (FV) formulas using the 

physical grid directly, but this will increase the computational error because the grids are 

generally non-uniform. The preferred method is to transform the equations used to model the 

problem into a computational space that has uniform grid spacing [1, 2]. The resulting equations 

in the computational space will include the effects of the coordinate transformation, e.g., spatial 

derivatives between the two domains and also time derivatives in the case of a moving grid.  

Since the computational grid is usually completely regular, high order methods can be used, and 

no additional error is introduced when the FD/FV equations are transformed back to the physical 

space. 

The main method of structured grid generation is multi-block with trans-finite 

interpolation or elliptic generation in the blocks. The regularity of structured grids allows fast 

CFD solvers to be used, parallel computation is easy, and memory use is efficient. There is a 

large user effort involved in constructing the multi-block decomposition.  For this reason, the 

tendency is to use unstructured meshes for complex configurations, which can be automatically 

generated even though the CFD solvers are slower. 

2.2.2   Unstructured Mesh Methods 

Unstructured meshes have been developed to support the finite volume and finite element 

(FE) methods [1, 2, 19, 22]. There is a large range of possible shapes for finite 

volumes/elements: tetra-hedra, prisms, blocks; and there can be arbitrary connectivity, leading to 

unstructured meshes.  However, the only shapes that have been used to generate meshes in an 

efficient manner are triangles in 2D and tetra-hedra in 3D.  
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The FV and FE methods have certain requirements of a mesh: 

• The mesh must be valid, i.e. no holes, no self-intersection, no faces joined at two or more 

edges, etc. Many mesh generation schemes require a large amount of checking to meet these 

conditions. 

• The mesh must conform to the boundary of the domain. Some schemes will not 

automatically satisfy this requirement and thus require checking at all boundaries, and 

adjustment of faces and edges is required after the initial mesh is generated. 

• The shape of elements should be as uniform as possible.  Highly distorted elements can lead 

to numerical stability problems caused by round-off errors. 

Triangles or tetra-hedra can fit irregular boundaries and allow a progressive change of 

element size without excessive distortion and so are well-suited for mesh generation for FEM.  In 

addition, there are fully-automatic methods for generating triangular/tetrahedral meshes.  

Quadratic tetra-hedra have good FEM qualities and allow automatic mesh generation. 

There are several methods for generation for unstructured meshes with Delaunay 

triangulation and advancing front being the most popular.  In the advancing front method, nodes 

and elements are added simultaneously with smooth mesh point placement. The method is 

boundary conforming since the initial front is the boundary.  The need to search for nearby nodes 

and edges/faces and the complex intersection checking mean that the advancing front method is 

slow.  

The Delaunay triangulation method adds points, has less searching to perform, and has 

much simpler geometry checking.  It is much faster than the advancing front method and is the 

preferred method in 3D.  Delaunay triangulation is the fastest method for unstructured mesh 

generation, but boundary conformance needs to be checked and maintained.  In 3D, poor quality 
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elements can be generated, and these need to be corrected by local re-triangulation at the end of 

the main generation phase. 

In summary, structured meshes are fast to generate, well suited to problems with 

relatively simple boundaries, and can be used with fast CFD solvers using the finite difference 

method.  They become cumbersome to generate when the boundary is complex, and methods to 

deal with these types of problems can cause considerable manual effort and increased 

computational burden.  Unstructured meshes are less straightforward to generate, but are well 

suited to complex boundaries and do not require coordinate transformations and the 

corresponding metrics.  They require CFD solvers that utilize the finite volume or finite element 

methods that add to the computational burden.  Neither method is particularly suited to rapidly 

changing boundaries, especially the unstructured mesh techniques. 

2.3   Mesh Adaption and Refinement Methods 

There has been considerable research devoted to developing methods to adapt the mesh 

density and shape as solution progresses [23, 24].  These methods adjust the mesh to provide 

better accuracy in the part of the mesh where the solution is showing large gradients and is thus 

more susceptible to computational errors.  It is possible to specify the grid density near sharp 

features of the boundary, but the solution may also develop sharp features internally, such as 

shocks, which cannot be predicted in advance. At these sharp solution features, the grid needs to 

be refined to give acceptable accuracy. 

In contrast, there can be large areas of the domain in which the solution is very smooth, 

where the grid can be coarsened and still lead to acceptable accuracy with a decrease in solution 

time. So using a sequence of meshes that adapt to the solution as it develops in time (or by 

iteration for steady-state simulations) can lead to acceptably accurate results in optimum time. 
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There are two parts to an adaptive mesh scheme: 

• Measurement of the local error using the solution curvature or gradient to determine the 

extent of refinement or coarsening required across the mesh [3]. 

• Regenerating the mesh with the specified grid density distribution. The method used 

depends on whether the problem is steady-state or time-dependent.  For steady-state 

problems, a small number of optimum adaptations tend to be used.  For time-dependent 

problems, a large number of adaptations are required as the solution changes.  The adaptive 

meshing must be fast, and it must be capable of refinement and coarsening.  The 

interpolation from mesh to mesh must be accurate in the time-dependent case. 

There are three methods for refinement: mesh point movement, local refinement, and re-

meshing the complete domain. 

• Mesh point movement [3, 21, 25-27] maintains the original mesh connectivity, but moves 

the mesh nodes.  This method can only cope with relatively small adjustments without 

introducing highly distorted cells, but it supports refinement and coarsening and is fast.  It is 

very suitable for structured meshes, which require a fixed connectivity, and also for time-

dependent problems, where speed and the ability to refine and coarsen are important. 

• Local refinement [28-30] subdivides grid cells.  Surrounding cells often have to be 

subdivided as well to maintain a valid mesh.  This method is fast, allows coarsening by 

reversing the subdivision, and enables accurate interpolation between the nested meshes. It is 

ideal for time-dependent problems. The mesh connectivity is changed, so this method is only 

suitable for unstructured meshes. 

• Mesh generation with new density parameters. This is the most general method, but it is 

slow, and there is no simple way to reverse the refinement.  
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Except for the technique of completely regenerating the mesh, the other two general 

methods are only suitable for relatively small changes to the mesh shape and/or density and may 

introduce a large computational burden to ensure mesh validity and stability. 

Re-meshing guarantees that each mesh will be numerically stable and useable, but at the 

cost of re-computing the entire mesh at each time increment where there has been significant 

movement of the system under study.  For highly dynamic systems, this could be as often as 

every time increment, which would drive computational requirements beyond practical levels. 

In summary, there has been little research performed to solve the class of problems which 

include the refueling hose whip case in which the internal structure of the mesh surrounding an 

object is undergoing large, rapid changes as the solution progresses in time.  As such, it will be 

necessary to develop a new meshing scheme that has the following properties: 

 Able to handle large deformations, such as those shown to occur for a typical refueling 

system in expected failure conditions.  This means deformations as large as 90 degrees in 

fairly small areas. 

 Able to be re-computed with a small computational burden at rates up to every time 

increment. 

 Incorporates a mesh clustering scheme at selected regions in the solution space. 

 Produces a mesh that can be connected to the structural model of the refueling hose, most 

commonly as a pseudo-finite element or finite element model. 

 Produces a mesh, and corresponding metrics for structured meshes, that is easily 

interfaced with existing CFD solvers. 
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2.4   Mesh Moving Schemes 

Some research was discovered that utilized various mesh moving schemes, especially for 

problems involving irregular, fairly large deformations.  Solutions for parachute deployment and 

deformation have driven a number of attempts to deal with problems similar to the aerial 

refueling hose problem [31, 32].  These schemes used various interpolation algorithms to adjust 

the internal points in the mesh, based on deformations in the boundaries.  These schemes 

required substantial checking to ensure that the requirements for a valid mesh, discussed in 

paragraph 2.3, are met as the mesh is deformed.  Some of this research involved treating the 

mesh as a semi-solid with deformable boundaries, although the specific algorithm was not 

mentioned. 

Other schemes treat some of the mesh points as being connected by “springs” in an 

attempt to generated well-behaved deformations.  These schemes did not work well beyond 

relatively small deformations and required substantial computational resources to implement.  

Overall, mesh moving schemes seemed to be limited in their application to those problems that 

do not require large, rapid deformations. 
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CHAPTER 3  

GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL APPROACH 

3.1   New Approach Defined 

This research will explore the feasibility of using a structured meshing scheme that 

departs from traditional methods in several significant ways.  The mesh will first be defined in 

the computational space as an ideal symmetric, square grid.  The mesh will then be transformed 

to the physical space with boundary conditions that meet all of the geometric constraints at the 

boundaries and internally.  Finally, the metrics will be computed for use by the finite difference 

CFD solver to account for the transformation between the domains.  These metrics must include 

both the geometric and time-dependent elements in order to modify the equations properly in the 

CFD solver.   

The unique features of this method, called Reverse Meshing (RM), are that it starts in the 

ideal computational space, rather than the physical space, to define the mesh, and it will generate 

a mesh conversion matrix that can be reused every time step, if required, to automatically 

produce a new mesh.  This meshing method will interface with the structural model of the hose-

drogue system and the CFD solver as shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 0.1  Proposed Reverse Meshing Scheme 

For this method to be successful it must overcome several difficulties that have been 

observed with other mesh moving methods, including: 

 Inefficiencies with periodic re-meshing when deflections become significant 

 Folding over of the mesh, which creates singularities or divergent solutions 

 Inability to handle large, sharp bends in the object or boundary 

 Metrics that become highly distorted or discontinuous 

 Difficulties establishing and/or maintaining desired mesh clustering 

If this scheme is successful, there are several significant benefits that could be realized, 

including: 

 Ability to handle the problems requiring rapid to continuous re-meshing 

 Improvements in computational efficiency 

 Integrated mesh, CFD solver and structural model codes 

 More intuitive meshing control 
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The RM scheme will use the finite element method (FEM) [33] to determine the location 

of each point in the mesh, Figure 3.2.  In order to maintain the integrity of the mesh as it 

undergoes large deformations, a truss-like structure consisting of one-dimensional bar elements 

connected with pins will be used.  Several different truss configurations will be explored in order 

to find one that provides the required characteristics, as shown in Figure 3.2.  The challenge is to 

find a configuration that will control the deformation of the entire mesh as it follows the changes 

in the shape of the boundaries, provide smooth, reasonable local deformations, in order to keep 

the metrics smooth, and be computationally efficient from time step to time step. 

 

Figure 0.2  Example Truss-like Structures for the Mesh 

3.2   FEM for Truss Structures 

Truss systems typically consist of multiple one-dimensional bar elements, frictionless 

pins that connect the elements, various types of constraints, and externally applied forces, as 

shown in Figure 3.3.  The assumption that the pins are frictionless means that the bar elements 

only produce forces along their principle axis.  The deformations that occur are in tension or 

compression and are a function of the applied forces and the products of cross-sectional area and 

Young’s modulus of the element. 
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Figure 0.3  A Typical Truss Structure 

This system is defined in the FEM scheme by taking each link in the truss structure as a 

one-dimensional bar element [33].  Since the bar elements may be at any arbitrary orientation 

relative to each other, a common (global) axis system must be used to analyze the overall truss 

structure.  Taking an arbitrary element, the forces acting on each end of the element and the 

deflections occurring at each end of the element are shown in Figure 3.4(a), where the 

superscript “e” represents the element number for each element.  These forces and deflections 

are resolved into the global axis system through the angle e, as shown in Figure 3.4(b). 

 

Figure 0.4  Forces and Deflections on a Typical Bar Element 
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The matrix equation for the displacement at the ends of each element is 

                          (3.1) 

which results in this basic model of the system with arbitrary forces applied at each end of the 

element as: 

                                                             {Fe} = [Ke]{} (3.2) 

where , Ke and Fe are defined as follows. 

                                                              (3.3) 

                               (3.4) 

                                          (3.5) 

and Ee is the Young’s modulus, Ae is the cross sectional area, and he is the length of the element. 

These individual bar element matrix equations must then be “assembled” into a system of 

equations that account for how the truss structure elements are connected, as well as the 
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constraints and applied forces.  The equations are then simplified, based on the known 

displacements and applied forces, and the reduced set of equations are solved for the unknowns. 

In summary, the process for defining a set of FEM matrix equations for a truss system 

and then solving them for the displacements and reactive forces is as follows. 

 Define the K matrix for each individual bar element using angle of the element relative to 

the global axis system and the properties of the element, E, A and L. 

 Assemble the overall K matrix and F vector from the truss connectivity. 

 Determine the boundary conditions from the constraints and applied forces. 

 Define the reduced set of equations for the unknown displacements and forces. 

 Solve for the unknowns. 

This process will be used in the development of the Reverse Meshing scheme. 

3.3   Reverse Meshing Process 

The Reverse Meshing (RM) scheme relies on finding a method to transform a mesh in the 

computational domain to a mesh in the physical domain.  This process will be especially useful if 

it allows for rapid and/or significant changes in the boundaries and/or object of interest within 

the physical domain. 

The RM process developed by this research relies on several properties of the FEM for 

analyzing truss systems.  First, it is observed that this method allows for the imposition of 

boundary conditions, which is a necessary part of the RM process.  That is, the RM process must 

impose the shape of the physical domain on the shape of the mesh in the computational domain, 

as shown in Figure 3.5.  Second, the very nature of a user-defined truss system allows for a 

computational mesh definition that is most advantageous for the computation of the CFD 

solution.  Third, the use of a truss system to define the position of the points within the mesh 
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should guarantee that the integrity of the mesh is maintained as it undergoes large deflections.  

This comes about because the FEM solution of the truss structure does not allow folding over of 

the members of the truss system. 

        

Figure 0.5  Computational Versus Physical Meshes 

3.4   Governing Equations 

Starting with the FEM matrix equation for the general truss system [30] 

                                                                {Fe} = [Ke]{} (3.6) 

and setting the applied forces to zero results in 

                                                                  0 = [Ke]{} (3.7) 

This equation does not appear to be useful at first in that it suggests that all the 

displacements will be zero, since Ke cannot be zero.  But, if the matrix equation is expressed as a 

system of equations as follows: 
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                                K1,1 1 + K1,2 2 + K1,3 3  +….. K1,N N = 0 (3.8)  

                                K2,1 1 + K2,2 2 + K2,3 3  +….. K2,N N = 0 (3.9)  

                                K3,1 1 + K3,2 2 + K3,3 3  +….. K3,N N = 0 (3.10) 

                                                         :  

                                KN,1 1 + KN,2 2 + KN,3 3  +….. KN,N N = 0 (3.11) 

it can be seen that there are N equations with N unknowns.  If these equations were solved in this 

form, they would result in all of the displacements being zero, which matches the original 

observation above.  This comes about because all of the constants on the right-hand side (RHS) 

of the equations are zero.  However, if some of the displacements are forced to take on non-zero, 

known values and are moved to the RHS of the equations (For example, if the second 

displacement is assumed to be a known value.), equation 3.8 through 3.11 are modified as 

follows: 

                                K1,1 1 + K1,3 3  +….. K1,N N =  - K1,2 2 (3.12)  

                                K2,1 1 + K2,3 3  +….. K2,N N =   - K2,2 2 (3.13)  

                                K3,1 1 + K3,3 3  +….. K3,N N =   - K3,2 2 (3.14) 

                                                        :  

                                KN,1 1 + KN,3 3  +….. KN,N N =   - KN,2 2 (3.15) 

The RHS of each equation is a known, constant value, because the second displacement 

is known.  Since the second equation was nominally designed to solve for the (now known) 

second displacement, it is redundant and can be eliminated without compromising the solution.   

The resulting set of equations is said to be “reduced” and is as follows: 
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                                K1,1 1 + K1,3 3  +….. K1,N N =  - K1,2 2 (3.16) 

                                K3,1 1 + K3,3 3  +….. K3,N N =   - K3,2 2 (3.17) 

                                                        :  

                                KN,1 1 + KN,3 3  +….. KN,N N =   - KN,2 2 (3.18) 

This results in N - M equations with N - M unknowns, where M is the number of displacements 

that were forced to non-zero, known values.  The reduced set of equations can then be solved for 

the N – M unknowns and all displacements will then be known. 

The reduced set of equations can be rewritten in matrix form as: 

                                                            [K’]{’} = -[B]{in} (3.19) 

where K’ is the reduced K matrix and ’ is the reduced (unknown) displacement vector after all 

the known displacement rows and columns are eliminated.  The B matrix is made up of the 

columns of the K matrix that were eliminated to form the K’ matrix (less the rows of the known 

displacements), and in is the vector of the known displacements as a result of the imposed 

displacements, known as boundary conditions.   

 This matrix equation can then be solved for the unknown displacements directly as 

follows: 

                                                       {out} = -[K’]-1[B]{in} or, (3.20) 

                                                       { out } = [Kin]{in} where (3.21) 

                                                             [Kin] = -[K’]-1[B] (3.22) 

Equations (3.21) and (3.22) provide several interesting and important benefits: 

1. The unknown displacements have a direct, linear relationship to the known 

displacements. 
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2. The Kin matrix is only dependent on the initial choice of computational mesh structure 

and the points in the mesh that are determined by the boundary conditions. 

3. The Kin matrix can be calculated once and reused for any combination of boundary 

conditions (see Appendix A for an example FORTRAN program). 

4. If the entire outer boundary of the mesh is controlled as boundary conditions, then it can 

be forced to any arbitrary shape and all interior points will be computed. 

5. If points that are interior to the mesh can have boundary conditions imposed on them, 

then a mesh can be placed around any arbitrary shape. 

6. Combinations of 4 and 5 above can be used to create a mesh with any arbitrary shape 

around an object of any arbitrary shape (see Appendix B for example FORTRAN 

program). 

There are some potential difficulties with this simple-looking solution to the RM process that 

must be understood and overcome. 

1. The solution for the Kin matrix requires inversion of a potentially large matrix and could 

introduce inaccuracies or inefficiencies in the approach.  This is addressed in Section 3.5. 

2. The best choice for a mesh-truss structure to achieve well-behaved CFD metrics is 

unknown.  This is addressed in Chapter 4. 

3. The displacements in this formulation were assumed to be small when the initial FEM 

truss solution was developed.  It is unknown whether larger displacements will affect the 

usefulness of this approach.  This is addressed in Chapter 4. 

4. Whether boundary conditions can be imposed internal to the overall mesh in order to 

analyze flow around an object of arbitrary shape, needs to be verified.  This is addressed 

in Chapter 4. 
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5. The best method for calculating the metrics of the transformation are unknown.  This is 

addressed in Chapter 4. 

3.5   Solving the Governing Equation Efficiently 

The first concern was dealt with by researching various matrix inversion algorithms. L-U 

decomposition, Cholesky decomposition and the Gauss-Jordan methods [16] were considered.  

The Gauss-Jordan method was initially selected for this research due to robustness and simplicity 

of implementation. A quick calculation, however, reveals the K’ matrix for a one-million point 

mesh would be on the order of two-million square.  Inversion of this size matrix would 

overwhelm the computational and storage capabilities of available computers.  A more efficient 

scheme was, therefore, investigated that makes use of the Gauss Elimination method and takes 

advantage of some of the properties of the K’ matrix.   

As originally structured, there were two stages to the computations.  First, the inverse of 

the K’ matrix would be calculated, and then the product of K’- inverse and the B’ matrices is 

calculated and saved for future use (call this KIB).  Second, the KIB matrix is read from a file 

and used repeatedly to compute the positions of each unknown node from the positions of the 

known nodes.  The resulting positions and associated metrics are then stored in two files for 

post-computation and use in a CFD solver. 

There was some concern that the initial formulation of the Reverse Meshing process 

required inversion of a very large matrix, which could require an extraordinary number of 

FLOPs and memory to perform.  Previous calculations indicated that a 2D mesh that is 100-by-

100 cells would require inversion of a 19,208-by-19,208 matrix, given that the boundary nodes 

are used to control the shape of the mesh.  Since this would be a relatively small mesh (10,000 

nodes), a larger mesh, on the order of one-million nodes, could drive the matrix to be inverted to 
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2*106 – by – 2*106.  The FLOPs and memory required to perform this task would be 

unacceptable.  An approach that solves, or at least reduces, these requirements is necessary to 

make the RM process viable for realistically-sized problems. 

3.5.1   Reduction of Computational Requirements 

Inversion of the K’ matrix using the Gauss-Jordan method involves using simple matrix 

algebra to solve the matrix equation for Y: 

                                                                   [K] [Y] = [I] (3.23) 

The result is that Y is equal to the inverse of K.  The procedure involves eliminating the 

lower diagonal elements, using matrix algebra starting with the left-most column working top to 

bottom, and then eliminating the upper diagonal elements, starting with the right-most column 

working from bottom to top.  The end result is that K is reduced to the identity matrix, and the 

right-hand side becomes K-inverse. 

The number of FLOPs to perform this procedure, assuming K is a full matrix, is on the 

order of 6*N3, where N is the size of the K matrix. Since N is equal to twice the number of nodes 

in the mesh, the FLOPs to compute the K’-inverse for a 1,000,000 node mesh would be 4.8*1019, 

or 48,000 peta-flop.  This is well beyond the capability of any known computer. 

In addition, the calculation of K’-inverse-times-B’ would require on the order of 4*N2.5 

FLOPs.  For the 1000-by-1000 cell mesh, resulting in 1,000,000 nodes, this calculation would 

require 23 peta-flop, which is a significant requirement. 

Three ways to reduce the extraordinary computational requirement were considered: 

forming K’ and B’ matrices directly rather than from the K matrix, bypassing the inversion 

process by using Gauss Elimination to solve for KIB directly, and taking advantage of the fact 

that K’ is a sparse, diagonally-banded matrix rather than being full. 
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The K’ and B’ matrices come from selecting the appropriate rows and columns from the 

assembled K matrix, based on which mesh nodes are known and unknown.  In addition, some of 

the information contained in the K matrix is never used, as it pertains to solving for the already 

known nodes.  This process is illustrated in Figure 3.6.  It became clear from this view of the 

process that it would be more efficient in both computational and memory storage to simply 

form the K’ and B’ matrices directly. 

 

Figure 0.6  Decomposition of the K Matrix 
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Gauss Elimination uses matrix algebra to solve the matrix equations in the form shown in 

equation (3.24), rather than resorting to matrix inversion. 

                                                            [K’] {Y} = [B’] {X} (3.24) 

In this case, [K’] is N-by-N and B’ is N-by-M, where N is the number of nodes interior to the 

mesh, and M is the number of nodes on the boundary of the mesh.  For example, for a 100-by-

100 cell mesh, N is equal to 9801 and M is equal to 400.  For computation purposes, assume that 

the mesh is square, which makes M equal to 4N1/2. 

The procedure involves reducing the K’ matrix to an identity matrix by first eliminating 

the lower diagonal elements and then the upper diagonal, as described above, while performing 

the same operations on the B’ matrix.  As a result, the B’ matrix is converted to the KIB matrix 

directly.  This reduces the FLOPs required to the order of 1.5*N3.  For a 1,000,000 node mesh, 

the computational requirement would be 12,000 peta-FLOPs, still not easily realized. 

Further examination of the K’ matrix revealed that it is not a full matrix, but is instead a 

diagonally banded matrix, consisting of the main diagonal and up to 4 additional diagonals above 

and below the main diagonal, as shown in Figure 3.6.  This is due to the localized connections 

between the nodes in the mesh.  The diagonal farthest from the main diagonal is only as far as 

the number of horizontal cells in the mesh.  For a square 1,000-by-1,000 mesh, this diagonal is 

only 1000 rows or columns away from the main diagonal.  This means that the 1,000,000-by-

1,000,000 K’ matrix consists of only 2,000-by-1,000,000 non-zero elements at most.  Further, a 

careful review of the Gauss Elimination process revealed that the width of the non-zero 

diagonals never increases as the solution process progresses. 

Using Gauss Elimination, as described above, on only the relevant elements of the K’ 

matrix, reduces the computational requirements to on the order of 19*N2.  The resulting 
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computational burden for the 1,000-by-1,000 node mesh is 76,000 giga-FLOPs, which is well 

within the capabilities of today’s computers. 

A comparison of these three methods for a range of mesh sizes is shown in Table 3.1.  

Use of the Gauss-Jordan method on the banded K’ matrix is shown for completeness.  It is noted 

that the use of the Gauss Elimination method on a banded diagonal matrix is on the order of 

630,000 times faster for the 1,000,000 node mesh (see Appendix C). 

Table 0.1  Comparison of GFLOPs Required for Each Solution Method 

 

3.5.2   Reduction of Memory Requirements 

Since the K’ matrix is potentially very large, the memory requirements for each of the 

methods described above were also computed.  Methods to reduce this requirement were also 

considered. 

For the Gauss Jordan Inversion method, the memory requirements are determined by the 

number and size of the matrices involved in the solution.  This method first develops the K 

matrix from which the K’ and B’ matrices are generated.  The inversion requires an identity 

matrix the same size as the K’ matrix, and the resulting KIB matrix is the same size as the B’ 

matrix.  Using N-by-N for the size of the K matrices and N-by-M for the B’ matrices results in a 

total storage requirement on the order of 32N2 + 48N1.5 bytes for two-dimensional nodes and 4-

Solution Method

# of Nodes

Gauss Jordan 

Inversion

Gauss 

Elimination

Banded K' and 

Gauss 

Elimination

2,500            758                        203                       0.5                        

10,000         48,240                  12,480                 7.6                        

40,000         3,079,680            783,360               122                       

100,000       48,075,895         12,151,789         761                       

200,000       384,429,325       96,858,650         3,042                   

500,000       6,004,242,641   1,508,485,281   19,006                 

750,000       20,261,691,343 5,085,882,686   42,762                 

1,000,000   48,024,000,000 12,048,000,000

 76,018                 
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byte floating point numbers.  For the 1,000,000 node mesh, the memory requirements would be 

64,068 GB. 

For the Gauss Elimination method, the memory requirements are still on the order of  

16N2 + 24N1.5 bytes, which is half of that needed for Gauss-Jordan but still quite large. 

Two other storage methods were investigated: direct formulation of the K’ and B’ 

matrices and direct formulation combined with a compressed K’ matrix, leveraging the banding 

noted during the computational discussion above.  Direct formulation eliminates the need to first 

create the K matrix before forming the K’ and B’ matrices.  This reduces the memory 

requirements to the order of 8N2 + 24N1.5 bytes.  For the 1,000,000 node mesh, the memory 

requirement would be 16,034 GB. 

Since the K’ matrix is diagonally banded, as described above, there is no need to store all 

of the elements beyond the widest band, since they are zero and remain zero throughout the 

process.  This substantially reduces the size of the K’ matrix (by a factor of 500) for the 

1,000,000 node mesh.  The resulting memory requirements are on the order of 57N1.5  bytes, or 

57GB for the 1,000,000 node mesh.  A comparison of the structure of the K’ matrix, before and 

after compression for a 5-by-5 cell mesh, is shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.  This approach simply 

slides each row left or right so that all of the diagonals are aligned in a column.  Since this is a 

simple, linear transformation, accessing the data in this form does not add significantly to the 

computational burden. 

A comparison of the memory requirements for a range of mesh nodes is given in Table 

4.2.  It is noted that the memory requirements are reduced by a factor of over 1,000 for the 

1,000,000 node mesh (see Appendix C). 
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Figure 0.7  Structure of the K’ Matrix Before Compression 
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Figure 0.8  Structure of the K’ Matrix After Compression 

Table 0.2  Comparison of Memory Requirements in G-Bytes 
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Solution Method

# of Nodes

Gauss Jordan 

Inversion

Gauss 

Elimination

Direct Form & 

Gauss 

Elimination

Compressed, 

Direct Form & 

Gauss Elimination

2,500                  0.4                       0.2                       0.1                        0.01                           

10,000                6.5                       3.2                       1.6                        0.06                           

40,000                103                      51                        26                         0.45                           

100,000              642                      321                      161                       1.8                             

200,000              2,566                  1,283                  643                       5.1                             

500,000              16,024                8,012                  4,012                   20                              

750,000              36,044                18,022                9,022                   37                              

1,000,000          64,068                32,034                16,034                 57                              
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The original approach of using the inverse of the K’ matrix, though mathematically correct, 

was not practical for meshes of any useful size.  By switching to a solution method that uses 

Gauss Elimination to solve the underlying equation directly and exploiting the relatively sparse 

and diagonally banded nature of the K’ matrix, a solution method that has realistic CPU 

requirements has been developed.  Further, the memory requirements have been significantly 

reduced by directly forming the K’ and B’ matrices and storing the K’ matrix in a compressed 

format.  The resulting method is shown to be feasible using today’s computational resources. 
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CHAPTER 4  

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE IMPROVED METHOD 

In order to address the second and third concerns raised at the end of Section 3.4, a 

simple square structure was used as a starting point, and more complex structures were also 

considered to improve the results.   

The square structure consists of only horizontal and vertical elements, as shown in Figure 

4.1.  A 2-by-2 cell mesh system will be used to illustrate development of the matrix equations. 

 

Figure 0.1  Square 2-by-2 Mesh 

Since the term EA/L multiplies every element K matrix it acts as a common scaling 

factor in the overall solution.  It can thus be eliminated without affecting the solution.  This 

results in the two K matrices for the horizontal and vertical elements as follows. 

                                              K1 =       (4.1) 

                                                K2 =  (4.2) 

1 0 -1 0

0 0 0 0

-1 0 1 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 1 0 -1

0 0 0 0

0 -1 0 1
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The matrices will be partitioned into four submatrices for the purposes of assembling the 

overall system K matrix. 

 

                                                           Ke =  (4.3) 

Assembling the system K matrix results in 

     K =  (4.4) 

If boundary conditions are imposed along the bottom of the mesh, i.e. points 1-3, then the 

resulting K’ and B matrices will be 

 

K
e

A K
e

B

K
e

C K
e

D

K1A+K2A K1B K2B

K1C
K1A+K2A+

K1D
K1B K2B

K1C K2A+K1D K2B

K2C
K1A+K2A+

K2D
K1B K2B

K2C K1C
K1A+K2A+

K1D+K2D
K1B K2B

K2C K1C
K2A+K1D

+K2D
K2B

K2C K1A+K2D K1B

K2C K1C
K1A+K1D

+K2D
K1B

K2C K1C K1D+K2D
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                                   K’ =    (4.5) 

                                                          B =  (4.6) 

The rest of the solution would be as previously discussed. 

4.1   Selection of Optimum Truss Structure 

4.1.1   Evaluation of the Square Mesh Structure 

A 6-by-6 cell square mesh, as shown in Figure 4.2, will be used to investigate a non-

trivial example to see if the mesh-truss structure will be acceptable. 

K1A+K2A+

K2D
K1B K2B

K1C
K1A+K2A+

K1D+K2D
K1B K2B

K1C
K2A+K1D

+K2D
K2B

K2C K1A+K2D K1B

K2C K1C
K1A+K1D

+K2D
K1B

K2C K1C K1D+K2D

K2C

K2C

K2C
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Figure 0.2  Square 6-by-6 Mesh 

For this example, the entire outer boundary of the mesh will be controlled points.  This 

results in 24 controlled points and 25 unknown points.  The resulting K’ matrix, which must be 

inverted, will thus be 50-by-50.  For comparison purposes a 100-by-100 cell system with the 

outer boundary as the controlled points would result in 400 controlled points and 9,801 unknown 

points.  This would result in a 19,602-by-19,602 matrix to be inverted. 

Matrix inversion algorithms were investigated to determine which one would be 

applicable to very large matrices.  The approach selected is called the Gauss-Jordan Elimination 

Method [34].  It was found to be very efficient, accurate and straightforward to program. 

Several runs were made with the 6-by-6 system to understand its characteristics.  These 

included no displacement, vertical compression, shear, shear and compression, and two different 

deflections of a single point along the lower boundary, Figures 4.3 through 4.5. 
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Figure 0.3(a)  Square 6-by-6 Mesh without Displacements, (b) with Vertical Compressive 

Displacement 

     

Figure 0.4(a)  Square 6-by-6 Mesh with Shear Displacement, (b) with Shear and Compressive 

Displacements 
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Figure 0.5(a)  Square 6-by-6 Mesh Point with Vertical Displacement at (3,0) of 0.5, (b) with 

Vertical Displacement at (3,0) of 1.0 

The square mesh behaved as expected for the compression, shear and combined 

compression-shear cases, but did not respond well to the single point displacement.  The later 

exhibited no response to the single point in the mesh beyond a proportional displacement of the 

points immediately above the displaced point.  This is due to the small displacement assumption 

that is built into the derivation of the finite element truss equations.  This behavior is not ideal in 

the sense that it would likely produce very sharp changes in the mesh metrics. 

4.1.2   Evaluation of a 5-Point Truss Structure 

In the hope of obtaining better response to large deflections in the boundary conditions, a 

second mesh-truss configuration that consisted of a square structure with diagonal elements 

connected at a center point, as shown in Figure 4.6, was evaluated.  It was believed that the 

diagonal elements would help transmit single-axis displacements more uniformly across the 

mesh.   
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Again, a 2-by-2 cell mesh system will be used to illustrate development of the matrix 

equations. 

 

Figure 0.6  5-Point 2-by-2 Mesh 

Since the term EA/L that multiplies every element’s K matrix acts merely as a common 

scaling factor in the overall solution, it can be eliminated from the solution.  This results in the 

four unique K matrices for the horizontal, vertical and diagonal elements as follows. 

                                          K1 =       (4.7) 

                                       K2 =  (4.8) 

                                       K3 =     (4.9) 

                                         K4 =  (4.10) 

1 0 -1 0

0 0 0 0

-1 0 1 0

0 0 0 0

0.707 0.707 -0.707 -0.707

0.707 0.707 -0.707 -0.707

-0.707 -0.707 0.707 0.707

-0.707 -0.707 0.707 0.707

0.707 -0.707 -0.707 0.707

0.707 -0.707 -0.707 0.707

-0.707 0.707 0.707 -0.707

-0.707 0.707 0.707 -0.707

0 0 0 0

0 1 0 -1

0 0 0 0

0 -1 0 1
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The matrices will be partitioned into four submatrices for the purposes of assembling the 

overall system K matrix. 

                                                        Ke =  (4.11) 

Assembling the system K matrix results in 

 K =  (4.12) 

If we choose to impose boundary conditions along the bottom of the mesh, i.e. points 1-3, 

then the resulting K’ and B matrices will be 

 

K
e

A K
e

B

K
e

C K
e

D

K1A+K2A+

K4A
K1B K2B K4B

K1C

K1A+K2A+

K3A+K4A+

K1D

K1B K3B K2B K4B

K1C
K3A+K4A+

K1D
K3B K4B

K2C K3C
K2A+K3A+

K2D+K3D
K3B K2B

K2C K3C
K2A+K3A+

K2D+K3D
K3B K2B

K4C K3C

K1A+K2A+

K4A+K3D

+K4D

K1B K2B K4B

K4C K2C K3C K1C

K1A+K2A+

K3A+K4A+

K1D+K2D+

K3D+K4D

K1B K3B K2B K4B

K4C K2C K1C

K3A+K4A+

K1D+K2D

+K4D

K3B K4B

K2C K3C
K2A+K3A+

K2D+K3D
K3B K2B

K2C K3C
K2A+K3A+

K2D+K3D
K3B K2B

K4C K3C
K1A+K3D

+K4D
K1B

K2C K3C K1C

K1A+K1D+

K2D+K3D+

K4D

K1B

K4C K2C K1C
K1D+K2D

+K4D
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K’ =   (4.13) 

                                                         B =  (4.14) 

The rest of the solution would be as previously discussed. 

A 6-by-6 cell 5-point mesh, as shown in Figure 4.7, will be used to investigate a non-

trivial example to see if the mesh-truss structure will exhibit improved performance. 

 

K2A+K3A+

K2D+K3D
K3B K2B
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K2D+K3D
K3B K2B
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K1B K3B K2B K4B

K2C K1C
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K1D+K2D

+K4D

K3B K4B

K2C K3C
K2A+K3A+

K2D+K3D K3B
K2B

K2C K3C
K2A+K3A+

K2D+K3D
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K4C K3C
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K4C
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Figure 0.7  5-Point 6-by-6 Mesh 

For this example, the entire outer boundary of the mesh will be controlled points.  This 

results in 24 controlled points and 61 unknown points.  The resulting K’ matrix, which must be 

inverted, will thus be 122-by-122.  For comparison purposes, a 100-by-100 cell system with the 

outer boundary as the controlled points would result in 400 controlled points and 19,801 

unknown points.  This would result in a 39,602-by-39,602 matrix to be inverted, almost a 

doubling of the size of the matrices involved in the solution. 

Several runs were made with the 6-by-6 system to understand its characteristics.  These 

included no deflection, vertical compression, shear, angled compression, combined shear and 

angled compression, and two deflections of a single point along the lower boundary, Figures 4.8 

through 4.11. 
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Figure 0.8(a)  5-Point 6-by-6 Mesh without Displacements, (b) with Vertical Compressive 

Displacement 

       

Figure 0.9(a)  5-Point 6-by-6 Mesh with Shear Displacement, (b) with Angled Compressive 

Displacements 
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Figure 0.10  5-Point 6-by-6 Mesh with Shear and Angled Compressive Displacements    

      

Figure 0.11 (a)  5-Point 6-by-6 Mesh Point with Vertical Displacement at (3,0) of 0.5, (b) with 

Vertical Displacement at (3,0) of 1.0 

The square mesh with diagonal elements connected to a center point behaved as expected 

for the compression; shear and combined compression-shear cases responded well to the single 

point displacement.  The later exhibited a response to the single point displacement in the mesh 

by displacing the points in the vicinity in both directions.  This behavior should help smooth out 

the mesh metrics for larger displacements in the boundary points. 
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The negative aspect of this configuration is the near doubling of the matrix sizes in the 

solution, which in turn doubles the CPU time and storage requirements. 

4.1.3   Evaluation of a 4-Point Truss Structure with Diagonal Bracing 

The third mesh-truss configuration evaluated was a square structure with diagonal 

elements that only connect at the corners of the cell, as shown in Figure 4.12.  It was hoped that 

the diagonal elements would have the same benefits as the previous configuration without the 

computational and storage burden of the additional center point.  It is recognized that this 

configuration would not be realizable in the physical world, but is mathematically acceptable 

because the diagonal elements are essentially two-dimensional.   A 2-by-2 cell mesh system will 

be used to illustrate development of the matrix equations. 

 

Figure 0.12  4-Point Cross Braced 2-by-2 Mesh 

Since the term EA/L that multiplies every elements K matrix acts merely as a common 

scaling factor in the overall solution, they can be eliminated from the solution.  This results in the 

four unique K matrices for the horizontal, vertical and diagonal elements as follows. 
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                                             K1 =       (4.15) 

                                            K2 =  (4.16) 

                                           K3 =     (4.17) 

                                           K4 =  (4.18) 

The matrices will be partitioned into four submatrices for the purposes of assembling the 

overall system K matrix. 

                                                          Ke =  (4.19) 

  

1 0 -1 0

0 0 0 0

-1 0 1 0

0 0 0 0

0.354 0.354 -0.354 -0.354

0.354 0.354 -0.354 -0.354

-0.354 -0.354 0.354 0.354

-0.354 -0.354 0.354 0.354

0.354 -0.354 -0.354 0.354

0.354 -0.354 -0.354 0.354

-0.354 0.354 0.354 -0.354

-0.354 0.354 0.354 -0.354

0 0 0 0

0 1 0 -1

0 0 0 0

0 -1 0 1
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A K
e
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K
e

C K
e

D
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Assembling the system K matrix results in 

K =  (4.20) 

If we choose to impose boundary conditions along the bottom of the mesh, i.e. points 1-3, 

then the resulting K’ and B matrices will be 

                        K’ =    (4.21) 

K1A++K2A

K4A
K1B K4B K2B

K1C

K1A+K2A+

K3A+K4A+

K1D

K1B K3B K4B K2B

K1C
K3A+K4A+

K1D
K3B K4B

K4C K3C

K1A+K2A+

K4A+K2D

+K4D

K1B K4B K2B

K2C K4C K3C K1C

K1A+K2A+

K3A+K4A+

K1D+K2D+

K3D+K4D

K1B K3B K4B K2B

K2C K4C K1C

K3A+K4A+

K1D+K2D

+K4D

K3B K4B

K4C K3C
K1A+K3D

+K4D
K1B

K2C K4C K3C K1C

K1A+K1D+

K2D+K3D+

K4D

K1B

K2C K4C K1C
K1D+K2D

+K4D

K1A+K2A+

K4A+K2D

+K4D

K1B K4B K2B

K1C

K1A+K2A+

K3A+K4A+

K1D+K2D

K1B K3B K4B K2B

K1C

K3A+K4A+

K1D+K2D

+K4D

K3B K4B

K4C K3C
K1A+K3D

+K4D
K1B

K2C K4C K3C K1C

K1A+K1D+

K2D+K3D+

K4D

K1B

K2C K4C K1C
K1D+K2D

+K4D
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                                                      B =  (4.22) 

The rest of the solution would be as previously discussed. 

 A 6-by-6 cell 4-point cross braced mesh, as shown in Figure 4.13, will be used to 

investigate a non-trivial example to see if the mesh-truss structure will be acceptable. 

 

Figure 0.13  4-Point Cross Braced 6-by-6 Square Mesh 

For this example, the entire outer boundary of the mesh will be controlled points.  This 

results in 24 controlled points and 25 unknown points.  The resulting K’ matrix, which must be 

inverted, will thus be 50-by-50.  For comparison purposes, a 100-by-100 cell system with the 

outer boundary as the controlled points would result in 400 controlled points and 9,801 unknown 

K4C K3C

K2C K4C K3C

K2C K4C
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points.  This would result in a 19,602-by-19,602 matrix to be inverted, which is the same as the 

simple square mesh. 

Several runs were made with the 6-by-6 system to understand its characteristics.  These 

include no displacement, vertical compression, shear, angled compression, combined shear and 

angled compression, and various size deflections of a single point along the lower boundary, 

Figures 4.14 through 4.17. 

 

          

Figure 0.14(a)  4-Point Cross Braced 6-by-6 Mesh without Displacements, (b) with Vertical 

Compressive Displacement 
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Figure 0.15(a)  4-Point Cross Braced 6-by-6 Mesh with Shear Displacement, (b) with Angled 

Compressive Displacements 

 

Figure 0.16  4-Point Cross Braced 6-by-6 Mesh with Shear and Angled Compressive 

Displacements 
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Figure 0.17(a)  4-Point Cross Braced 6-by-6 Mesh with Vertical Displacement at (3,0) of 0.5,  

(b) with Vertical Displacement at (3,0) of 1.0 

The square mesh with diagonal elements connected to the corner points behaved as 

expected for the compression, shear, and combined compression-shear cases, and responded well 

to the single point displacement.  The later exhibited the same response as the previous 

configuration with the center point, thus achieving all of our objectives. 

4.2   Development of the Mesh Metrics 

Now the metrics for the transformation between the physical and computational space 

will be defined.  The physical space is defined as the (x,y) plane and the computational space in 

the (,) plane.  The metrics are defined starting with the relationship: 

 = (x,y) (4.23) 

 = (x,y) (4.24) 

From the total derivative of each metric, the following is obtained: 

                                              d = x dx + y dy + t dt      (4.25) 

                                             d = x dx + y dy + t dt  (4.26) 
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Ignoring the time derivatives for the moment, the remaining terms can be written in matrix form 

as 

                                             d         x     y      dx 
                                                    = 
                                             d            x        x       dy (4.27) 

 

Conversely, it can be easily shown that 

                                             dx          x     x      d 
                                                     = 
                                             dy            y       y         d  

       

Comparing the two matrix equations, it can be concluded that 

x      y           x      x
 

                                                           = 
x        y                y        y        (4.29) 

 

Using the formula for the inverse of a 2-by-2 matrix and solving results in the following 

equations for the metrics: 

x = J * y  

y = -J * x  

x = -J * y  

y = J * x  

where J is the Jacobian of the transformation and is defined as: 

                                                     J = 1/(xy – yx)  

Since the RM scheme does not result in equations that are differentiable directly, the 

metrics will instead have to be derived using approximations of the derivatives using standard 
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numerical equations.  For all interior points (those not on a boundary), the central difference 

formula was used, as follows: 

                                              x = (xi+1,j – xi-1,j)/2  

                                              x = (xi,j+1 – xi,j-1)/2  

                                              y = (yi+1,j – yi-1,j)/2  

                                              y = (yi,j+1 – yi,j-1)/2  

Points along the boundaries require special treatment to ensure that only points that are 

within the defined space are used.  For points along the left boundary requiring differentiation in 

the -direction and points along the lower boundary requiring differentiation in the -direction, a 

first-order forward-difference formula was used, as follows: 

                                                x = ( x2,j - x1,j )/  

                                                x= ( xi,2 - xi,1 )/  

                                                y = ( y2,j – y1,j )/  

                                                y= ( yi,2 - yi,1 )/  

For points along the right boundary requiring differentiation in the -direction and points 

along the upper boundary requiring differentiation in the -direction, a first-order backward-

difference formula was used, as follows: 

                                          x = ( ximax,j - ximax-1,j )/  

                                          x = ( xi,jmax - xi,jmax-1 )/  

                                          y = ( yimax,j - yimax-1,j )/  

                                          y = ( yi,jmax - yi,jmax-1 )/  
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 The time derivatives are derived in a more straightforward manner.  Recall that the total 

derivatives were written as 

                                             d = x dx + y dy + t dt         

                                             d = x dx + x dy + t dt        

Focusing on the time dependent terms, we have 

                                                       d =  t dt                

                                                       d =  t dt ,      

which can be written as 

t =d dt    

t = d dt   

which are the simple derivatives of the computational domain variables in time.  Since time 

progresses only in the forward direction, these may be calculated using first or higher-order 

forward numerical derivative formulas.  A first order form was used to minimize the storage 

requirements and based on the assumption that the progression in time would be relatively small 

per iteration.  These derivatives are as follows: 

t = (t – t -t)/t      

t = (t – t -t)/t   
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4.3   Example Static Metrics for Each Mesh Structure 

4.3.1   Metrics for the Square Mesh 

The resulting static (non-time dependent) metrics for the 4-point square mesh-truss 

structure for each of the deflections shown previously are shown in Figures 4.18 through 4.23. 

    

Figure 0.18  Square Mesh Metrics with No Displacement 

    

Figure 0.19  Square Mesh Metrics with Simple Vertical Compression 
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Figure 0.20  Square Mesh Metrics with Simple Shear 

    

Figure 0.21  Square Mesh Metrics with Angled Compression 

    

Figure 0.22  Square Mesh Metrics with Combined Shear and Angled Vertical Compression 
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Figure 0.23  Square Mesh Metrics with Large Vertical Displacement of a Point on the Lower 

Boundary 

Vertical compression, shear and angled compression look as expected.  The metrics are 

smooth and match expected results.  Angled compression behaves like the simple algebraic grid 

generation shown in Figure 4.24, Reference [29]. 

     

Figure 0.24  Geometric Angled Compression Transformation and Metrics [29] 
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Vertical displacement of a single point along the lower boundary shows that no stress is 

transferred to adjacent points in the mesh, causing large, sharp variations in the metrics.  This is 

due to the nature of the small deflection assumptions made in the development of the finite 

element model for the truss structure.  Since mesh elements can only exert deflection along their 

principle axis, a vertical displacement of a single point only affects the points in the mesh that 

are above the displaced point.  This is undesirable for large mesh deformations that will be 

required to handle the class of problems of interest in this research. 

4.3.2   Metrics for the 5-Point Mesh 

The resulting metrics for the 5-point mesh-truss structure for each of the deflections 

shown previously are shown in Figures 4.25 through 4.31. 

    

Figure 0.25  5-Point Mesh Metrics with No Displacement 
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Figure 0.26  5-Point Mesh Metrics with Simple Vertical Compression 

    

Figure 0.27  5-Point Mesh Metrics with Simple Shear 

    

Figure 0.28  5-Point Mesh Metrics with Angled Compression 
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Figure 0.29  5-Point Mesh Metrics with Combined Shear and Angled Vertical Compression 

    

Figure 0.30  5-Point Mesh Metrics with Vertical Displacement of Point on the Lower Boundary 
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Figure 0.31  5-Point Mesh Metrics with Large Vertical Displacement of Point on the Lower 

Boundary 

Again, the vertical compression, simple shear and angled compression show acceptable 

results.  The compression and shear cases produce identical metrics to the square mesh.  The 

angled compression case shows the effects of the diagonal elements, compared to the square 

mesh, with both vertical and horizontal deflections occurring on the internal points.  This is due 

to the nature of the finite element model to minimize the stress in all of the “free” elements and 

the ability of the diagonal elements to transmit stress to adjacent elements of the mesh.  The 

resulting metrics show this by exhibiting changes in all four metrics. 

For the vertical displacement of a single point cases, the 5-point mesh does a much better 

job of transmitting the abrupt displacement to adjacent points in the mesh and also shows this 

displacement being dissipated as the points in the mesh are farther from the displacement.  In 

contrast, the vertical deflection was not dissipated at all in the square mesh case.  This behavior 

is what was desired when this mesh structure was developed.  The undesirable magnitude of the 

spike in the Nuy metric will have to be addressed.  This is probably due to the “stiffness” of the 
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mesh in the local area of the deflection.  This may be correctable by adjusting the modulus of the 

diagonal elements. 

4.3.3   Metrics for the 4-Point Mesh with Cross Bracing 

The resulting metrics for the 4-point cross-brace mesh-truss structure for each of the 

deflections shown previously are shown in Figures 4.32 through 4.38. 

    

Figure 0.32  4-Point Cross Braced Mesh Metrics with No Displacement 

    

Figure 0.33  4-Point Cross Braced Mesh Metrics with Simple Vertical Compression 
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Figure 0.34  4-Point Cross Braced Mesh Metrics with Simple Shear 

    

Figure 0.35  4-Point Cross Braced Mesh Metrics with Angled Compression 

    

Figure 0.36  4-Point Cross Braced Mesh Metrics with Combined Shear and Angled Compression 
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Figure 0.37  4-Point Cross Braced Mesh Metrics with Vertical Displacement of Point on the 

Lower Boundary 

    

Figure 0.38  4-Point Cross Braced Mesh Metrics with Large Vertical Displacement of a Point on 

the Lower Boundary 

Again, the vertical compression, simple shear and angled compression show acceptable 

results.  The compression and shear cases produce identical metrics compared to the square mesh 

and 5-point mesh.  The angled compression case shows the effects of the diagonal elements, 

compared to the square mesh, with both vertical and horizontal deflections occurring on the 

internal points.  This is due to the nature of the finite element model to minimize the stress in all 
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of the “free” elements and the ability of the diagonal elements to transmit stress to adjacent 

elements of the mesh. 

For the vertical displacement of a single point cases, the cross-brace mesh does a much 

better job of transmitting the abrupt displacement to adjacent points in the mesh, compared to the 

square mesh, and also shows this displacement being dissipated as the points in the mesh are 

farther from the displacement.  This behavior is what was desired when this mesh structure was 

developed.  The undesirable magnitude of the spike in the Nuy metric will have to be addressed.  

This is probably due to the “stiffness” of the mesh in the local are of the deflection.  This may be 

correctable by adjusting the modulus of the diagonal elements. 

It is noted that the metrics for the cross-brace mesh are identical to those for the 5-point 

mesh.  This makes sense, even though an additional point is involved in the 5-point mesh, 

because the diagonal elements only act along their principle axis.  So, even though there is 

theoretically an additional degree of freedom in the 5-point mesh, it does not manifest itself in 

any change in the deflections at the corner of each cell. 

Since the metrics are identical for the cross-brace and 5-point meshes, the cross-brace 

mesh can be used in every case where the center point is not needed, thus saving the 

computational and storage burden of the additional points.  The cross-brace mesh will then be 

used as the primary mesh structure to be explored further. 

4.4   Adjustment of Cross Bracing Stiffness to Smooth Metrics 

As noted above, the last remaining issue with the performance on the mesh structures 

with the diagonal elements is the sharp changes that occur in the metrics for large, abrupt 

deflections.  It is noted that the stiffness of the truss structure, especially in the diagonal 

elements, may have some effect on the magnitude of these metrics spikes and also the degree of 
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dissipation of these spikes across the mesh.  Therefore, the EA term for the diagonal elements 

will be adjusted to see if any improvement can be achieved. 

The results of varying the EA term of the diagonal elements from 1.0 to zero are shown 

in Figures 4.39 through 4.44.  

    

Figure 0.39  4-Point Cross Braced Mesh Metrics with a Single Point Displacement, EA=1.0 

     

Figure 0.40  4-Point Cross Braced Mesh Metrics with a Single Point Displacement, EA=0.75 
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Figure 0.41  4-Point Cross Braced Mesh Metrics with a Single Point Displacement, EA=0.50 

     

Figure 0.42  4-Point Cross Braced Mesh Metrics with a Single Point Displacement, EA=0.333 

     

Figure 0.43  4-Point Cross Braced Mesh Metrics with a Single Point Displacement, EA=0.25 
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Figure 0.44  4-Point Cross Braced Mesh Metrics with a Single Point Displacement, EA=0.0 

The variation of EA on the diagonal elements of the mesh does affect both the magnitude 

and dissipation of the spike caused by a large deflection of a single point in the mesh.  These 

effects are fairly linear, allowing the analyst to “tune” the mesh characteristics for a particular 

application.  For this limited case, it appears that EA = 0.5 provides a good compromise.  This 

value will be used to evaluate other cases going forward. 

4.5   Development of Internal Mesh Control Points 

The remaining unknown regarding the use of the reverse meshing technique is whether 

internal points in the mesh can be as easily controlled as the boundary points.  If internal points, 

or groups of points, can be controlled, then the mesh can be caused to wrap around an internal 

object that has a fixed or variable shape. 

To test this case, a single point was designated as a controllable point in a similar fashion 

as the boundaries.  This means that this point is excluded from the unknown points to be solved 

for and, instead, becomes a known, controllable, point in the solution matrices.  A point in the 

center of the mesh was chosen and then deflected from its original position as shown in  

Figure 4.45. 
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Figure 0.45  4-Point Cross Braced Mesh Metrics with Vertical Deflection of an Interior Point 

This result shows that a point can be controlled and produces reasonable metrics when 

deflected.  Next, a line of points was designated as controllable to verify an internal (one-

dimensional) surface could be inserted into the mesh.  These points were deflected in the shape 

of a half-sine wave, as shown in Figure 4.46. 
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Figure 0.46  4-Point Cross Braced Mesh Metrics with Vertical Deflection of a Line of Interior 

Points  

Again, the mesh deflections and metrics are very reasonable and conform to the internal 

shape change of the line of points. 

4.6   Mesh Clustering at Boundaries and Around an Internal Moving Object 

Clustering in the Reverse Meshing scheme must necessarily be different from conventional 

meshing techniques because there is no direct control of the mesh nodes beyond those on the 
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boundary and those selected to be controlled in the interior.  The finite element truss solution 

determines the positions of all other nodes.  Therefore a new approach had to be developed. 

The clustering method for RM involves “weakening” the truss elements in the area(s) where 

clustering is desired and then compressing the mesh towards the areas to be clustered.  This will 

force the nodes in those areas to be positioned closer together than those that retain their normal 

“strength.”   

To illustrate the concept, a 50-by-50 cell mesh was modified as it was constructed to provide 

clustering at the bottom edge.  This was done using a linear equation for the truss element 

strength term EA/L as follows: 

                                                  EA/L = 0.25 + 0.75 * j / 50    (4.55) 

where j is the index of the node in the vertical direction.  The mesh is then compressed 20% 

vertically.  The resulting mesh and metrics are shown in Figure 4.47. 
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Figure 0.47  4-Point Cross Braced Mesh and Metrics with Clustering at the Bottom Edge 

The mesh exhibits smooth metrics with a 5-to-1 clustering ratio, as desired.  The clustering 

ratio can be adjusted by modifying the gradient of the truss element strength terms and/or by 

changing the compression that is applied to the mesh. 

Other areas in a mesh where clustering is often applied is across the middle and around an 

object in the middle.  In these cases the mesh is weakened across the middle in the horizontal, 

vertical, or both directions, and then the mesh is compressed in the appropriate direction.  Figure 

4.48 shows the mesh and metrics for clustering centered in the middle. 
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Figure 0.48  4-Point Cross Braced Mesh and Metrics with Clustering in the Center 
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CHAPTER 5  

APPLICATION OF THE RM METHOD 

Now that all the issues raised in Chapter 3 and 4 have been adequately addressed, it is 

appropriate to test the RM method using larger, more representative problems, such as meshes 

around more complex shapes and around objects that are not stationary.  These problems will 

include a circular object that moves about in the mesh, oscillating membranes/strings, and 

various airfoil shapes. 

5.1   Mesh with Internal Moving Object 

A 50-by-50 cell mesh was constructed with 16 nodes in the center designated as the pre-

defined, controlled object.  The mesh stiffness was set at a value of EA/L=1.0 for all elements, 

and the boundary nodes were fixed in position.  The center nodes were forced into the shape of a 

circle, as shown in Figure 5.1. 

 

Figure 0.1  Internal Nodes in Shape of Circle 
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The circle was moved in a figure eight pattern over 51 steps by setting their positions using 

the following equations: 

                                                        X = 4.5 sin((i-1)*250) (5.1) 

                                                        Y = 4.5 sin((i-1)*450) (5.2) 

The 51 iterations run in approximately 4 seconds, including the time to write the data to the hard 

drive.  The data is then input to a spreadsheet for plotting, including the capability to rapidly step 

through all 51 iterations.  Selected iterations are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. 

    

Figure 0.2  Moving Object Internal to 50-by-50 Cell Mesh – 1st and 7th Iterations 
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Figure 0.3  Moving Object Internal to 50-by-50 Cell Mesh – 19th and 44th Iterations 

The corresponding mesh metrics for the first two positions are shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5.  All 

others are similar. 

 

 Figure 0.4  50-by-50 Mesh Metrics for Moving Internal Object Internal with No Displacement 
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Figure 0.5  50-by-50 Mesh Metrics for Moving Internal Object – 7th Iteration 

Clustering around a moving object in the center of the mesh was developed by applying 

similar methods as above as well as simply compressing the mesh to get nodes closer to the 

object of interest.  It was found that weakening the mesh around an object and then moving the 

object too close to the mesh boundary resulted in undesirable metrics.  This approach would be 

more suitable for an object that rotated or deformed to a lesser degree.  On the other hand, the 

approach of compressing the mesh around the object produced acceptable results as shown in 

Figure 5.6, with corresponding metrics in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. 

    

Figure 0.6  50-by-50 Compressed Mesh with Moving Internal Object – 1st and 7th Iteration 
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Figure 0.7  50-by-50 Compressed Mesh Metrics for Moving Internal Object – 1st Iteration 

 

Figure 0.8  50-by-50 Compressed Mesh Metrics for Moving Internal Object – 7th Iteration 

The metrics are very smooth except in the immediate vicinity of the moving object.  Most of 

the spikes are caused by either the forced shape of the object or because the interior of the object 

does not have the same compression as the exterior.  These are problems that will be dealt with 

in Section 5.3. 
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5.2   Oscillating Thin Membrane 

A 200-by-200 mesh was constructed to show how the RM method would perform while 

simulating a thin, oscillating membrane, 2-by-140 points in size.  The mesh took approximately 

35 minutes to be constructed and solved on a single CPU processor.  Calculation of the mesh 

position and metrics for 51 iterations of the thin member’s variable position took about two 

minutes.  The thin membrane was moved by varying the amplitude of a 3-period sine wave for 

each time iteration.  Figure 5.9 shows the mesh at half and full deflection (shown with half 

density for clarity).  Metrics for the second mesh position are shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. 
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Figure 0.9  Oscillating Thin Membrane Internal to a 200-by-200 Mesh – 5th and 12th Iterations 
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Figure 0.10  x  and y for Oscillating Thin Membrane in 200-by-200 Mesh – 5th Iteration 

    

Figure 0.11  y  and x  for Oscillating Thin membrane in 200-by-200 Mesh – 5th Iteration 

The node density is slightly increased in the areas of the peaks and slightly reduced in the 

areas of the valleys along the hose.  This is expected and would not be a significant issue during 

solution of the aerodynamics since the mesh metrics will compensate for the change in density.  

It is also noted that the mesh distorts in a way that causes it to remain approximately 

perpendicular to the hose.  This is expected due to the “cross-brace” nature of the underlying 

structure of the mesh. 

The metrics are well behaved except in a one area.  Small spikes occur at end of the 

membrane due to the abrupt slope changes that occur between the nodes that are controlled and 

the rest of the mesh.  These can be smoothed by improving the way the membrane is modelled in 

those areas. 
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5.3   Clustering Around a Moving Object by Reusing a Mesh 

One of the potential strengths of the RM process is that once a mesh is developed it can be 

conformed to a wide range of boundary conditions.  To demonstrate this, a 50-by-50 mesh will 

be reused eight times to surround a moving object, using two layers of four quadrants, as shown 

in Figure 5.12.  The 50-by-50 mesh is computed, saved to memory, and then reused by shaping it 

to each of the segments shown.  The edges of the mesh are matched to each other so that the 

metrics are continuous.  The mesh and metrics for the first segment are shown in Figure 5.13.  

All others are similar.  The resulting inner ring of the mesh around the object is shown in Figure 

5.14 (half of radials shown for clarity).  The points on the edges of each 50-by-50 mesh on the 45 

degree sides can be adjusted to force clustering of points near the object, if desired. 

 

 

Figure 0.12  Mapping a 50-by-50 Cell Mesh into an Eight Segment Mesh 
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Figure 0.13  Mesh Points and Metrics for First Segment 

 It is noted that the mesh lines are very close to perpendicular to the circular object and the 

metrics are well-behaved everywhere.  This approach appears to solve the problem of how to 
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conform the mesh to an object without causing sharp or skewed metrics in the vicinity of the 

object. 

 

Figure 0.14  Inner Four Segments of Mesh 

The complete mesh for the case in which the center object has not moved and then is moved 

a large distance from the center is shown in Figure 5.15 (half of radials shown for clarity).  The 

inner ring of the mesh is moved along with the object, so the clustering is preserved.  The outer 

ring of the mesh is allowed to distort as it follows the inner ring without the outer boundary 

moving.  The mesh retains its integrity, relative point spacing, and smooth metrics, as shown in 

Figure 5.16.  This mesh structure has all of the desired attributes:  clustering of points, mesh 

integrity retained, mesh remains normal to the object, and constant boundary conditions at the 

outer boundary.  In addition, if larger deflections of the center object were required, it would be 
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simple to add another layer or layers to the mesh in order to keep the mesh metrics smooth 

throughout the range of motion. 

             

Figure 0.15  Eight-Segment Mesh at Minimum and Maximum Displacement of Center Object 

 

Figure 0.16  Metrics for Fifth Segment at Maximum Deflection 
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5.4   Time-Dependent Metrics 

One of the major advantages of the REM process is the ability to rapidly re-mesh the 

entire solution space with a single matrix multiplication operation, followed by calculation of the 

metrics.  When this is used to support solution of an unsteady CFD problem, it is necessary to 

include the time-dependent metrics along with the geometric metrics.  To illustrate the time-

dependent metrics, two examples used previously are used below.  The first example is from 

Section 5.1, where a 50-by-50 mesh has a circular object in its center that is moved around.  The 

resulting meshes and time-dependent metrics are shown in Figures 5.17 through 5.20.  Although 

these metrics are not as smooth as desired where the mesh is forced to conform to the object, 

they are otherwise smooth and of a reasonable magnitude. 

    

Figure 0.17 50-by-50 Mesh Time-Dependent Metrics with Moving Internal Object – 2nd Iteration 

    

Figure 0.18 50-by-50 Mesh Time-Dependent Metrics with Moving Internal Object – 7th Iteration 
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Figure 0.19  50-by-50 Mesh Time-Dependent Metrics with Moving Internal Object – 19th 

Iteration 

    

Figure 0.20  50-by-50 Mesh Time-Dependent Metrics with Moving Internal Object – 44th 

Iteration 

The second example is from Section 5.2, where a 200-by-200 mesh has a thin membrane 

oscillating on the centerline, as shown in Figures 5.21 through 5.23.  Again, the metrics are very 

smooth and well behaved.  The somewhat larger spikes are caused by the rather large time step 

across which the metrics are calculated.  For smaller, more practical time increments, these 

metrics would be quite small in magnitude. 
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Figure 0.21  Time-Dependent Metrics for Oscillating Thin Membrane in 200-by-200 Mesh – 2nd 

Iteration 
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Figure 0.22  Time-Dependent Metrics for Oscillating Thin Membrane in 200-by-200 Mesh – 5th 

Iteration 
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Figure 0.23  Time-Dependent Metrics for Oscillating Thin Membrane in 200-by-200 Mesh – 

12th Iteration 

5.5   Meshes Around Airfoils 

Several configurations were used to fully develop the RM method for practical 

aerodynamic problems, including typical airfoils, simple and slotted flap systems, and boundary 

layer calculations. 
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The first example, shown in Figure 5.24, is a symmetric airfoil surrounded by a 150-by-

100 mesh (mesh is shown at half density).  This mesh consists of six 50-by-50 sub-meshes, three 

above and three below the airfoil.  (This could have also been done using two, 150-by-50 sub-

meshes, simplifying the edge matching.)  The sub-meshes are split horizontally at the centerline 

of the airfoil, and vertically at the 25% chord and 100% chord points on the airfoil.  The 

boundaries of each sub-mesh are conformed to the airfoil, the adjoining sub-meshes and the 

outer boundaries to produce the final mesh.  There is also a 50:30 horizontal compression of the 

mesh to provide more points near the airfoil.   The resulting mesh shows good orthogonality to 

the airfoil without any adjustment of the mesh stiffness parameter.  

 

Figure 0.24  NACA 0012 Airfoil Interior to a 150-by-100 Mesh 
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The mesh density shown would be suitable for non-viscous flow calculations.  If a 

viscous solution was desired, a boundary layer mesh of the needed density would be inserted 

between the mesh shown in Figure 5.24 and the airfoil.  This mesh could be created by wrapping 

a long, narrow sub-mesh around the airfoil and compressing it to the desired thickness.  This is 

accomplished by dictating the outer boundaries of the sub-mesh to conform to the airfoil shape 

and a thickness away from the airfoil, similar to the example given in Section 5.3.  An example 

of this technique is shown in Figure 5.25 where a 120-by-30 mesh has been conformed to the top 

of the airfoil and compressed to 10% of chord thickness (shown at half density).  This mesh was 

left at this thickness so that its structure could still be observed easily.  Orthogonality of this 

mesh is very good except at the nose of the airfoil where point density is less.  Further, the 

stiffness parameter of the mesh cross braces at the boundary of the mesh have been adjusted by 

50% to improve mesh spacing and orthogonality.  These parameters appear to be most critical 

when small radius bends are made in the mesh, as observed earlier.  This is an area for further 

study. 

 

Figure 0.25  NACA 0012 Airfoil with Expanded Boundary Layer 

Airfoils with flaps are another typical configuration that were addressed.  The two most 

common configurations are the simple flap and the slotted flap.  The simple flap is hinged at the 

centerline of the airfoil and can also represent a control surface, such as an aileron or rudder.  
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The mesh for the simple flap is shown in Figure 5.26 (shown at half density).  The flap is 25% 

chord and is shown deflected 30 degrees.  The mesh is formed using six 50-by-50 meshes, three 

above and three below the airfoil.  Sub-mesh boundaries are matched in a similar fashion as for 

the simple airfoil above.  The last two sub-meshes on the right are divided at the trailing edge of 

the flap and are allowed to stretch and compress vertically as the flap is deflected.  This choice of 

where to place the horizontal boundaries was somewhat arbitrary and could just as easily be 

conformed to the flow solution as it progressed, if desired.  Again, the mesh remains nearly 

orthogonal across the airfoil and flap. 

 

Figure 0.26  NACA 0012 Airfoil with Simple Flap Using 150-by-100 Mesh 

The other style of flap that was investigated was the slotted flap configuration.  This 

configuration has a second airfoil element (flap chord is 33% of wing chord) that is separated 
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from the main airfoil by a small vertical gap (in this case 2% chord).  The leading edge of the 

flap will typically remain somewhat overlapped with the trailing edge of the main airfoil (in this 

case 4% chord).  Two flap deflections were meshed in order to show how the mesh could be 

adjusted as the flap moved, as shown in Figures 5.27 and 5.28 (shown at half density).  The mesh 

was developed using three sub-meshes, two 120-by-40 and one 120-by-10.  The first 120-by-40 

sub-mesh was placed above the airfoil and conformed to its upper side.  The thin 120-by-10 sub-

mesh was placed immediately below the main airfoil, extending through the gap between the 

airfoil and flap and then conforming to the top of the flap. The second 120-by-40 sub-mesh was 

placed below the narrow sub-mesh and conformed to it until it reached the flap.  It was then 

conformed to the lower side of the flap and then extended to the mesh boundary. 

 

Figure 0.27  NACA 0016 Airfoil with Slotted NACA 0009 Flap at 14 Degrees 
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Figure 0.28  NACA 0016 Airfoil with Slotted NACA 0009 Flap at 50 Degrees 

As this mesh was constructed a number of issues arose and were addressed.  First, was 

how to handle the gap and overlap between the flap and main airfoil.  If only an upper and lower 

sub-mesh were used, there would be no way to handle this.  By adding the third, narrow sub-

mesh, this problem was eliminated.  The choice of making it ten cells thick was driven by a 

compromise between having too many mesh lines in the slot and being able to keep the mesh 

density high enough beyond the slot along the top side of the flap.   

The second issue was how to position the horizontal boundaries between the sub-meshes.  

The choice of placing the upper sub-mesh along the centerline of the airfoil was obvious, except 

for where it lies beyond the trailing edge.  The best choice depended on the flap deflection in 

order to retain mesh density above the flap.  Since there were limited mesh lines available from 
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the middle sub-mesh, the bottom of the upper mesh had to be directed downward beyond the 

trailing edge, as shown in Figure 5.28.  If more density behind the flap were needed, the top of 

the upper right sub-mesh could also be deflected downward with flap deflection. 

The final issue was how to conform the middle sub-mesh from the left edge to the flap 

slot.  For ease of programming, the mesh was compressed in a linear fashion as it approached the 

slot.  It could also have been conformed to the bottom shape of the airfoil or to a streamline of 

the aerodynamic solution.  The abundance of mesh lines in the flap slot is favorable, as that is 

where there is considerable interest in the airflow. 

The position of the horizontal dividing lines between the sub-meshes beyond the trailing 

edge of the airfoil and flap were automated by tying them to flap deflection. 

5.6   General Methodology for Applying the RM Method 

The RM method has been developed for a wide range of theoretical and practical situations 

involving boundary and/or internal object shapes.  Using this information, some general 

guidelines for applying this method are provided as follows: 

1. Determine how many mesh points are required to solve the CFD problem at hand. 

2. Determine the general boundary shape needed and the shape of any internal objects. 

3. Determine if the internal objects and their motion (if any) will dictate the use of sub-

meshes, as shown in Chapter 5. 

4. Select the size(s) of the mesh or sub-meshes that will be employed. 

5. Configure and solve for the RM matrix for each mesh needed, using the information 

provided in Chapter 3.  Save these for reuse. 
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6. Define where the boundaries of each sub-mesh will lie and where they will need to be 

matched to provide a continuous mesh. 

7. Apply the boundary values to each sub-mesh to compute the internal points for each one.  

This may vary as the boundary points move during the overall solution as a result of 

object response or pre-programmed motion. 

8. Compute the mesh metrics using the equations provided in Chapter 4. 

9. Provide the mesh and metrics to the FD CFD solver and compute the aerodynamic 

solution.  Repeat as necessary for unsteady problems. 

10. Modify boundaries of selected sub-meshes to match streamlines of the CFD solution, if 

desired. 

11. Repeat steps 7-11 for unsteady or moving object problems. 

12. Fine tune the mesh for better metrics.  This may be necessary near smaller radius bends 

or sudden slope changes in the boundaries of a sub-mesh. 

13. Consider using sub-meshes to reduce memory or computational requirements as 

discussed in Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 6   

EXTENSION TO THREE DIMENSIONS (3D) 

6.1   3D Configuration 

Extension of the RM method from two dimensions to three is a relatively straight-

forward process.  First, a configuration for the mesh building blocks must be selected.  Based on 

the work given in Chapter 4 of this paper, a three-dimensional cube was selected with each side 

having cross-bracing exactly the same as used in the two-dimensional case, as shown in Figure 

6.1. 

 

Figure 0.1  Three-Dimensional Cross Braced Mesh Building Block 

This basic structure consists of 8 nodes/points, each defined by 3-space coordinates 

(u,v,w).  Each of the nodes/points is connected to the neighboring points by vertical, horizontal 

and diagonal elements.  Since these elements only lie in one of the three possible planes, the 

definition for each one will be similar to the 2D case, except the variables for the two dimensions 

involved in the transform will change.  Using the matrix relationship given in equation (6.1), the 

(u,v) pair will be either (u,v), (u,w) or (v,w) as shown in Figure 6.1. 
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            (6.1) 

6.2   3D Metrics 

The metrics for the transformation between the physical and computational space must 

account for the change from two to three dimensions.  The physical space is defined as the 

(x,y,z) coordinates and the computational space is defined as the () coordinates.  The 

metrics are defined starting with the relationship: 

 = t (6.2) 

 = (x,y,z)  (6.3) 

 = (x,y,z)  (6.4) 

 = (x,y,z)  (6.5) 

From the total derivative of each metric, the following is obtained: 

                                 d = x dx + y dy + z dz  + t dt      (6.6) 

                                 d = x dx + y dy + z dz  + t dt  (6.7) 

                                 d = x dx + y dy + z dz  + t dt  (6.8) 

Putting these equations into matrix form, noting that the total derivatives in the physical space 

take the same form and that time is the same in both, the metrics have the following relationship. 


 

t      x      y      y                 xt      x      xx 
                          t        x        y      y        =      yt      y        y        y  
                          t         x         y      y                 zt      z        z         z  (6.8) 
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Solving this set of equations results in the following relationships for the metrics of 

transformation: 

x = J y zyz (6.10) 

y = J x zyz (6.11) 

z = J (x yxy (6.12) 

x = J (yzyz (6.13) 

y = J x zyz (6.14) 

z = J (x yxy (6.15) 

x = J y zyz (6.16) 

y = J x zyz (6.17) 

z = J (x yxy (6.18) 

t =xt x  + yty  + ztz (6.19) 

t  =xt x  + yty  + ztz (6.20) 

t =xt x + yty  + ztz (6.21) 

where J is the Jacobian of the transformation and is defined as: 

                        J = 1/[ x(yz – yz) - x(yz – yz) + x(yz – yz)] (6.22) 

Each of the twelve derivatives that make up the metrics for the 3D case are computed using the 

same numerical equations as for the 2D case. 

6.3   3D Computational Requirements 

In Section 3 the computational requirements were defined for various solution schemes for 

the 2D case.  The computational requirements for the final approach, Gauss Elimination of a 

banded K’ matrix, was on the order of 19*N2.  Since this is now a 3D case, the K’ matrix will be 

banded wider than the 2D case, approximately N 2/3 versus N½.   This causes the flop requirement 
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to grow to 14N 7/3, where N is the size of the K’ matrix.  In addition, for the 3D case there will be 

50% more elements for a given number of nodes/points in the mesh, since each point has three 

coordinates versus two for the 2D case.  The resulting computational burden for the 1-million 

node mesh is 18 peta-flop versus 0.076 peta-flop for the 2D case.  This is large, but within the 

capabilities of today’s computers.  

Memory and storage requirements for the 3D case would increase to handle the storage of the 

three coordinates (versus two) for each point.  This would require a 50% increase.  In addition, 

the banded nature of the K’ matrix is wider than the 2D case by a factor of about 20.  This would 

bring the storage requirement increase to a total of 30 times the 2D case.  For a 1-million node 

mesh, the storage requirement during the solution would be about 1.5TB.  Reuse of the mesh 

would only require 24N 5/3 bytes.  For the 1-million node mesh, this is 240GB, which is quite 

reasonable.  A comparison of these computational requirements for a one-million node mesh is 

shown in Table 6.1. 

Table 0.1  Comparison of 2D and 3D Computational Requirements 

 

  

2D 3D 2D 3D 2D 3D

Solve for RM Matrix 19N
2

14N
7/3 

19 1,400      38 2,800      

Reuse of RM Matrix 8N
3/2

12N
5/3

0.008 0.12 0.016 0.24

Solve for RM Matrix 24N
3/2

64N
5/3

24 640

Reuse of RM Matrix 16N
3/2

24N
5/3

16 240
Memory

Equation

T-FLOPs 

(Nodes=1,000,000)

GBytes

CPU Time - sec        

(0.5 TFLOPS 

CPU
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CHAPTER 7   

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the Reverse Meshing process has been presented for problems that require 

frequent to continuous re-meshing as the CFD solution progresses.  This process uses an analogy 

to the finite element solution of a truss-like structure to compute the positions of each point in a 

mesh as the boundary and internal configurations change.  This approach converts the re-

meshing process from a burdensome, offline process to an efficient, algebraic method that can be 

integrated with the CFD solver. 

Several truss-like structures were explored to find one that would produce the desired 

mesh behavior under realistic conditions.  The mesh metrics were developed and used to 

evaluate each truss-like structure.  A simple structure with four points connected with horizontal, 

vertical and diagonal elements was found to produce good results.  This structure was applied to 

representative problems on a larger scale to ensure that the method was valid. 

7.1   Conclusions 

The RM method works well for long, thin, rapidly changing membranes.  It maintains 

orthogonality of the mesh to the membrane as it changes shape and produces valid meshes for 

large changes in shape.  Care must be taken in areas where the membrane’s shape changes slope 

rapidly to ensure that they are accurately modelled. 

Mesh clustering was shown to be easily produced by two methods, graduation of mesh 

strength coupled with mesh compression and by applying multiple layers with varying density 

around the object or surface.   The first method involved changing the mesh as it was constructed 

by varying the strength parameter as a function of distance from a side or point in the mesh.  The 

mesh is then compressed in the direction of the weaker area to force the points closer together in 
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the area that is desired.  The other method was to use (used) multiple copies of a basic mesh in a 

way that compressed one side of the mesh near the object.  Each copy of the mesh was used to 

create a segment around the object that overlapped along the boundaries, thus producing 

continuity of the mesh and mesh metrics. 

The reuse of a smaller mesh to fill a larger space was demonstrated.  This allows for 

cases in which a complex area must be filled in or a case in which a very large mesh must be 

used but computational resources are limited.  By reusing a smaller mesh to cover larger mesh 

needs, storage and computational burden is reduced. 

Since the RM process is able to re-mesh with a simple matrix multiplication, it is easier 

to integrate it directly into an unsteady CFD solver.  This would eliminate the manual 

intervention that is required when conventional mesh generators are used with stand-alone CFD 

codes and speed up the overall solution. 

Time-dependent mesh metrics were developed and demonstrated for cases involving 

internal moving objects.  Similar dynamic changes to the boundary shape would be expected to 

produce the same, high quality metrics. 

Several airfoil configurations were successfully meshed, including flap configurations 

involving two elements. 

Finally, the equations necessary to extend the RM process to the 3D case were developed.  

These included the structure of the mesh and corresponding metrics.  Computational 

requirements were also computed that showed that, although they were increased, they were still 

within the capability of modern, parallel processors. 
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7.2   Opportunities for Further Improvement of the RM Method 

There are some limitations and opportunities to improve the RM method that warrant 

continued research.  These include: 

1. Meshing around sharp objects/boundaries can result in poor metrics.  This research was 

confined to meshing around shapes that did not have sharp corners.  Extension to other 

cases involving sharp changes would be a good extension of the method. 

2. Using sub-meshes to mesh a complex shape requires careful attention to mesh matching.  

The use of sub-meshes to refine the sub-meshes, so that the metrics at the adjoining 

boundaries had good characteristics, was relatively straight forward but time consuming.  

Further, research into the tools to make this easier and whether the CFD solver could be 

applied separately to each sub-mesh may allow for further computational benefits. 

3. Other mesh structures may be more robust than the ones explored in this paper.  This 

research was limited to square mesh structures that corresponded to the ideal 

computational space shape for finite difference (FD) CFD solvers.  Perhaps other mesh 

shapes could be developed that would be more suited to FE or FV solvers and have better 

characteristics. 

4. Reduction of 3D CPU and memory requirements.  This research did not go beyond 

simply applying what was known about 2D meshing to the 3D case.  There may be better 

mesh structures or methods to construct the corresponding matrices that would improve 

computational efficiency. 

5. A method to improve orthogonality of the mesh when it is used for boundary layers.  The 

mesh compresses to any desired spacing, but starts to lose orthogonality when bends over 

about thirty degrees are performed.  
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APPENDIX A 
 

FORTRAN COMPUTER PROGRAM TO BUILD K-INVERSE TIMES B MATRIX 
 
 

        PROGRAM BlditbrcEC4X 

        integer size 

        parameter (icellsize=50,jcellsize=50,intpoints=0) 

        parameter (iboundary=2*(icellsize+jcellsize)+intpoints) 

        parameter (internal=(icellsize-1)*(jcellsize-1)-intpoints) 

        parameter (idimen=2) 

        parameter (isize=idimen*(icellsize+1)*(jcellsize+1)) 

        parameter (isizen=idimen*internal) 

        parameter (isizem=idimen*iboundary) 

        parameter (isizec=idimen*(2*icellsize+1)+1) 

        REAL K1A(2,2), K1B(2,2),K2A(2,2),K2B(2,2),K3A(2,2),K3B(2,2),K4A(2,2),K4B(2,2) 

        REAL Kp(isizen,isizec), B(isizen,isizem), Kpp(isizen,isizen),BC(isizen,isizem),BO(isizen,isizem) 

        INTEGER Ipt(icellsize+1,jcellsize+1),Ipos(icellsize+1,jcellsize+1) 

        INTEGER inow(4),ithen(4) 

        INTEGER*8 IFLOP 

! 

!       This is for the configuration where there are diagonal cross braces connected only at the corners. 

! It assumes interior controlled points for a 2-D area 

! 

! All 4 sides will be controlled points - bottom, left and right, and top 

! 

 

OPEN(unit = 2,form="unformatted",file = "C:\Documents and 

Settings\Debbie\Desktop\Dissertation\Inversion\KBbig.txt",status = "REPLACE") 

!        OPEN(unit = 3,file = "C:\Documents and 

Settings\Debbie\Desktop\Dissertation\Inversion\KB.txt",status = "REPLACE") 

 

!       record the time 

 

        call itime(ithen) 

 

! 

!       N and M are the number of cells in the X and Y dimension respectively 

! 

        N=icellsize 

        M=jcellsize      

         

 

!       Set up the four 4x4 arrays that define the four types of connections between points, Note that K1A=K1D 

and 

 K1B=K1C 

!        

! Provide a factor for the stiffness of all elements, baseline is 1.0 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
 

         

EA=1.0 

  

!       Add a factor to enable variation in diagonal versus side stiffness. Baseline is 1.0. 

 

        Dfac = 1.0 

! 

! The first matrix is for a horizontal connection of unit length 

 

        K1A(1,1)=1.0*EA 

        K1A(1,2)=0.0 

        K1A(2,1)=0.0 

        K1A(2,2)=0.0 

        K1B(1,1)=-1.0*EA 

        K1B(1,2)=0.0 

        K1B(2,1)=0.0 

        K1B(2,2)=0.0 

 

!       The Second matrix is for a 45 degree connection of sqrt(2) length 

 

 

        K2A(1,1)=0.5*Dfac/SQRT(2.0)*EA 

        K2A(1,2)=0.5*Dfac/SQRT(2.0)*EA 

        K2A(2,1)=0.5*Dfac/SQRT(2.0)*EA 

        K2A(2,2)=0.5*Dfac/SQRT(2.0)*EA 

        K2B(1,1)=-0.5*Dfac/SQRT(2.0)*EA 

        K2B(1,2)=-0.5*Dfac/SQRT(2.0)*EA 

        K2B(2,1)=-0.5*Dfac/SQRT(2.0)*EA 

        K2B(2,2)=-0.5*Dfac/SQRT(2.0)*EA 

 

!       The Third matrix is for a 135 degree connection of 1/sqrt(2) length 

 

        K3A(1,1)=0.5*Dfac/SQRT(2.0)*EA 

        K3A(1,2)=-0.5*Dfac/SQRT(2.0)*EA 

        K3A(2,1)=-0.5*Dfac/SQRT(2.0)*EA 

        K3A(2,2)=0.5*Dfac/SQRT(2.0)*EA 

        K3B(1,1)=-0.5*Dfac/SQRT(2.0)*EA 

        K3B(1,2)=0.5*Dfac/SQRT(2.0)*EA 

        K3B(2,1)=0.5*Dfac/SQRT(2.0)*EA 

        K3B(2,2)=-0.5*Dfac/SQRT(2.0)*EA 

 

!       The Fourth matrix is for a 90 degree connection of unit length 

 

        K4A(1,1)=0.0 

        K4A(1,2)=0.0 

        K4A(2,1)=0.0 
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        APPENDIX A (continued) 
 

 

        K4A(2,2)=1.0*EA 

        K4B(1,1)=0.0 

        K4B(1,2)=0.0 

        K4B(2,1)=0.0 

        K4B(2,2)=-1.0*EA 

 

 

!       Next, identify each point type:  1 ~ bottom LH corner, 2 ~ bottom center, 

!       3 ~ bottom RH corner, 7 ~ RH center, 8 ~ LH center, 

!       9 ~ RH center, 10 ~ next to last LH up, 11 ~ next to last RH up,  

!        4 ~ upper LH corner, 5 ~ center upper row, 6 upper RH corner, 

!       for use in assembling the K matrix point by point 

! 

!       Bottom row 

 

        Ipt(1,1)=1 

 

        do i=2,N 

        Ipt(i,1)=2 

        end do 

        Ipt(N+1,1)=3 

 

!       Top row 

 

        Ipt(1,M+1)=4 

         

        do i=2,N 

        Ipt(i,M+1)=5 

        end do 

        Ipt(N+1,M+1)=6 

 

!       Left Hand and Right Hand Sides 

 

        do i=2,M 

        Ipt(1,i)=7 

        Ipt(N+1,i)=8 

        end do 

         

                 

! Interior points 

 

 do i=2,N 

 do j=2,M 

 Ipt(i,j)=9 

 end do 

 end do 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
 

 

! Designate interior points as controlled (known) points 

 

! sine wave in center 

 

! Ipt(2,4)=11 

! Ipt(3,4)=11 

! Ipt(4,4)=11 

! Ipt(5,4)=11 

 

 

 

 

! 16 Point Square less the corners 

 

! Ipt(24,23)=11 

! Ipt(25,23)=11 

! Ipt(26,23)=11 

! Ipt(27,23)=11 

!  

! Ipt(23,24)=11 

!             Ipt(23,25)=11 

! Ipt(23,26)=11 

! Ipt(23,27)=11  

! 

! Ipt(28,24)=11 

! Ipt(28,25)=11 

! Ipt(28,26)=11 

! Ipt(28,27)=11 

!  

! Ipt(24,28)=11 

! Ipt(25,28)=11 

! Ipt(26,28)=11 

! Ipt(27,28)=11 

  

! 1-by-7 in center 

 

  

! Ipt(21,24)=11 

! Ipt(22,24)=11 

! Ipt(23,24)=11 

! Ipt(24,24)=11 

! Ipt(25,24)=11  

! Ipt(26,24)=11 

!             Ipt(27,24)=11 

! Ipt(28,24)=11 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
 

 

! Ipt(29,24)=11  

!             Ipt(30,24)=11 

           

! Ipt(21,25)=11 

! Ipt(22,25)=11 

! Ipt(23,25)=11 

! Ipt(24,25)=11 

! Ipt(25,25)=11  

! Ipt(26,25)=11 

!             Ipt(27,25)=11 

! Ipt(28,25)=11 

! Ipt(29,25)=11  

!             Ipt(30,25)=11 

    

         

! Now designate which column (for known points) or row (unknown points) for each point 

 

 ir=1 

 ic=1 

 do j=1,M+1 

 do i=1,N+1 

 if(Ipt(i,j).eq.9) then 

 ipos(i,j)=2*ir-1 

 ir=ir+1 

 else 

 ipos(i,j)=2*ic-1 

 ic=ic+1 

 end if 

  

 end do 

 end do 

  

 do j=1,M+1 

 write(*,*) (ipos(i,j), i=1,N+1)                 

              end do 

         

!       Now, for each interior point, define the row and column elements of the K' and B' matrices 

! using the point type 

         

        do jj=2,M 

        do ii=2,N 

        write(*,*) ii,"  ",jj 

        if(Ipt(ii,jj).eq.9)  then 

         

        do j=1,2 

        do k=1,2 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
 

 

! Diagonal term 

        Kp(Ipos(ii,jj)+j-1,Ipos(ii,jj)+k-1+2*(N+1)-Ipos(ii,jj)-(j-1)) =  

 2*K1A(j,k)+2*K2A(j,k)+2*K3A(j,k)+2*k4A(j,k) 

 

! Check point to right 

         

        if(Ipt(ii+1,jj).eq.9) then 

        Kp(Ipos(ii+1,jj)+j-1,Ipos(ii,jj)+k-1+2*(N+1)-Ipos(ii+1,jj)-(j-1))=K1B(j,k) 

        else 

        B(Ipos(ii,jj)+j-1,Ipos(ii+1,jj)+k-1)=K1B(j,k) 

        end if 

 

! Check point above and to right 

         

        if(Ipt(ii+1,jj+1).eq.9) then 

        Kp(Ipos(ii+1,jj+1)+j-1,Ipos(ii,jj)+k-1+2*(N+1)-Ipos(ii+1,jj+1)-(j-1))=K2B(j,k)         

        else 

        B(Ipos(ii,jj)+j-1,Ipos(ii+1,jj+1)+k-1)=K2B(j,k) 

        end if 

 

! Check point above 

         

        if(Ipt(ii,jj+1).eq.9) then 

        Kp(Ipos(ii,jj+1)+j-1,Ipos(ii,jj)+k-1+2*(N+1)-Ipos(ii,jj+1)-(j-1))=K4B(j,k)                 

        else 

        B(Ipos(ii,jj)+j-1,Ipos(ii,jj+1)+k-1)=K4B(j,k)         

        end if 

 

! Check point above and left 

         

        if(Ipt(ii-1,jj+1).eq.9) then 

        Kp(Ipos(ii-1,jj+1)+j-1,Ipos(ii,jj)+k-1+2*(N+1)-Ipos(ii-1,jj+1)-(j-1))=K3B(j,k)         

        else  

        B(Ipos(ii,jj)+j-1,Ipos(ii-1,jj+1)+k-1)=K3B(j,k)         

        end if 

         

! Check point to the left 

         

        if(Ipt(ii-1,jj).eq.9) then 

        Kp(Ipos(ii-1,jj)+j-1,Ipos(ii,jj)+k-1+2*(N+1)-Ipos(ii-1,jj)-(j-1))=K1B(j,k)         

        else 

        B(Ipos(ii,jj)+j-1,Ipos(ii-1,jj)+k-1)=K1B(j,k)         

        end if 

         

! Check point below and left 
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        if(Ipt(ii-1,jj-1).eq.9) then 

        Kp(Ipos(ii-1,jj-1)+j-1,Ipos(ii,jj)+k-1+2*(N+1)-Ipos(ii-1,jj-1)-(j-1))=K2B(j,k) 

        else 

        B(Ipos(ii,jj)+j-1,Ipos(ii-1,jj-1)+k-1)=K2B(j,k) 

        end if         

         

! Check point below 

         

        if(Ipt(ii,jj-1).eq.9) then 

        Kp(Ipos(ii,jj-1)+j-1,Ipos(ii,jj)+k-1+2*(N+1)-Ipos(ii,jj-1)-(j-1))=K4B(j,k) 

        else 

        B(Ipos(ii,jj)+j-1,Ipos(ii,jj-1)+k-1)=K4B(j,k) 

        end if 

         

! Check point below and right 

         

        if(Ipt(ii+1,jj-1).eq.9) then 

        Kp(Ipos(ii+1,jj-1)+j-1,Ipos(ii,jj)+k-1+2*(N+1)-Ipos(ii+1,jj-1)-(j-1))=K3B(j,k) 

        else 

        B(Ipos(ii,jj)+j-1,Ipos(ii+1,jj-1)+k-1)=K3B(j,k) 

        end if 

 

        end do 

        end do 

 

        end if 

        end do 

        end do 

 

! Save Kp in uncompressed form 

 

 do i=1,isizen 

 do j=1,isizec 

 jj=j-isizec/2-1+i 

 if((jj.gt.0).and.(jj.le.isizen)) then 

 Kpp(i,jj)=Kp(i,j) 

 end if 

 end do 

 end do 

  

! Save Bprime 

 

 do i=1,isizen 

 do j=1,isizem 

 BO(i,j)=B(i,j) 
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              end do 

 end do         

! 

!       Now we perform the Gauss-Elimination method on the matrix 

!       We will start by normalizing each row by it's diagonal element and then seeking and eliminating any 

non-zero rows below it 

!       Once we have zeroed all the below-diagonal elements, we will do the same thing to the above-diagonal 

part of the matrix 

!       by starting at the bottom of the matrix and working up.  Once complete, the inverse matrix will be in the 

right hand side. 

 

        ncenter = 2*(N+1) 

        nmax=isizen 

        ncmax=isizec 

        mmax=isizem 

 

!       Starting from the top left, eliminate lower diagonal non-zero terms 

 

        IFLOP=0 

         

        do i=1,nmax 

 

!       Normalize the row 

 

        do j=ncenter+1,ncmax 

        Kp(i,j)=Kp(i,j)/Kp(i,ncenter) 

        IFLOP=IFLOP+1 

        end do 

        do j=1,mmax 

        B(i,j)=B(i,j)/Kp(i,ncenter) 

        IFLOP=IFLOP+1 

        end do 

        Kp(i,ncenter)=1.0 

         

!       Look for and modify rows with non-zero terms in this column, make sure not to exceed limit of matrix 

 

 irowmax=i-1+ncenter 

 if(irowmax.gt.nmax) then 

 irowmax=nmax 

 end if 

 

        do k=i+1,irowmax 

 

        icolmax=k+2*icellsize+1 

        IF(icolmax.GT.nmax) then 

        icolmax=nmax 
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        END if 

 

        IF(Kp(k,ncenter-k+i).NE.0.0) then 

        do l=ncenter+1,ncmax 

        Kp(k,l-k+i)=Kp(k,l-k+i)-Kp(k,ncenter-k+i)*Kp(i,l) 

        IFLOP=IFLOP+2 

        end do 

        do l=1,mmax 

        B(k,l)=B(k,l)-Kp(k,ncenter-k+i)*B(i,l) 

        IFLOP=IFLOP+2 

        end do 

        Kp(k,ncenter-k+i)=0.0 

        endif 

        end do 

        end do 

 

        WRITE(*,*) "FLOPS for Lower Diagonal = ",IFLOP 

        IFLOP=0 

 

!       Now, starting at the bottom, eliminate upper diagonal non-zero terms 

 

        do i=nmax,1,-1 

 

 

!       Look for and eliminate other rows with non-zero terms in this column 

 

        irowmax=i+1-ncenter 

        if(irowmax.lt.0.0) then 

 irowmax=1 

 end if 

         

        do k=i-1,irowmax,-1 

 

        IF(Kp(k,ncenter-k+i).NE.0.0) then 

        do l=1,mmax 

        B(k,l)=B(k,l)-Kp(k,ncenter-k+i)*B(i,l) 

        IFLOP=IFLOP+2 

        end do 

        Kp(k,ncenter-k+i)=0.0 

        endif 

        end do 

        end do 

         

        WRITE(*,*) "FLOPS for Upper Diagonal = ",IFLOP 
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!       Save the created matrix in an output file ****** this will change to an argument in the eventual 

subroutine **** 

 

 10     FORMAT(64F11.8) 

 

        call itime(inow) 

        do i=1,4 

        inow(i)=inow(i)-ithen(i) 

        end do 

        write (*,*) inow(1),inow(2),inow(3) 

        read(*,*) 

 

!       Write Matrix parameters and Combined Matrix to file 

 

        write(2) N,M 

 

        do j=1,M+1 

        do i=1,N+1 

        WRITE(2) Ipt(i,j) 

        end do 

        end do 

        write(2) isizen,isizem 

 

!       Kprime Inverse Times B 

!        write(3,*) "KP-inverse times B" 

        do i=1,isizen 

        WRITE(2) (B(i,j), j=1,isizem) 

        WRITE(3,123) (B(i,j), j=1,isizem) 

          end do 

         

 

         

! Multiply KP times KP-inverse B to check inversion process 

 

 BC=MATMUL(Kpp,B) 

         

! Calculate Residual 

 

 do i=1,isizen 

 do j=1,isizem 

 Residual=Residual+abs(BO(i,j)-BC(i,j)) 

 end do 

 end do 

 write (*,*) "Residual = ",Residual 

 read(*,*)         
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11      FORMAT(2I5) 

              close (unit = 2) 

 END PROGRAM 
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APPENDIX B 
 

FORTRAN COMPUTER PROGRAM TO PERFORM BOUNDARY AND INTERNAL 
CONFIGURATION DYNAMIC CHANGES AND SAVE DATA FOR PLOTTING 
This program is specifically for the 8 Segment Circular Case Found in Section 5.3 

 
        PROGRAM RnitBrce4X 

        parameter (icellsize=50,jcellsize=50,intpoints=0) 

        parameter (iboundary=2*(icellsize+jcellsize)+intpoints) 

        parameter (internal=(icellsize-1)*(jcellsize-1)-intpoints) 

        parameter (idimen=2) 

        parameter (ipnt=(icellsize+1)*(jcellsize+1),isize=idimen*ipnt) 

        parameter (isizen=idimen*internal) 

        parameter (isizem=idimen*iboundary) 

        REAL KpiB(isizen,isizem),X(ipnt),Y(ipnt) 

        REAL Uin(isizem), Xout(ipnt),Yout(ipnt),Uout(isizen), Xin(ipnt),Yin(ipnt),Xlast(ipnt),Ylast(ipnt) 

        REAL EtaX(ipnt),EtaY(ipnt),NuX(ipnt),NuY(ipnt),Xeta(ipnt),Yeta(ipnt),Xt(ipnt),Yt(ipnt) 

        REAL Xnu(ipnt),Ynu(ipnt), Jacob(ipnt),Etat(ipnt),Nut(ipnt) 

        INTEGER Ipt(2601) 

 

        OPEN(unit = 2,form="unformatted",file = "C:\Documents and 

Settings\Debbie\Desktop\Dissertation\Inversion\KBbig.txt") 

        OPEN(UNIT=3,FILE="C:\Documents and 

Settings\Debbie\Desktop\Dissertation\Inversion\Out.text",STATUS="replace") 

        OPEN(UNIT=4,FILE="C:\Documents and 

Settings\Debbie\Desktop\Dissertation\Inversion\OutM.text",STATUS="replace") 

 

!       Get Matrix parameters 

! 

!       N and M are the number of cells in the X and Y dimension respectively 

! 

 

        read(2) N,M 

        WRITE(*,*) N,M 

        read(*,*) 

! 

!       First calculate the number of points to support the above number of cells 

! 

 

        Npt=N*M + N + M + 1 

        write(*,*) Npt 

        read(*,*) 

! 

!       Ipt is the point type for each point:  1 ~ bottom LH corner, 2 ~ bottom center, 3 ~ bottom RH corner 

!       4 ~ top LH corner, 5 ~ top center, 6 ~ top RH corner, 7 ~ LH center, 8 ~ RH center, 

!       9 ~ interior corner of cell, 

!       11 ~ Interior control point 

! 
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 do i=1,Npt 

        read(2) Ipt(i) 

!        write(*,*) Ipt(i) 

!        read(*,*) 

        end do 

! 

!       Set Initial positions of each point 

! 

        do i=1,Npt 

        SELECT CASE(IPT(i)) 

        CASE(1) 

        X(i)=0.0 

        Y(i)=0.0 

        CASE(2) 

        do j=2,N 

        X(j)=j-1 

        Y(j)=0.0 

        end do 

        CASE(3) 

        X(i)=N 

        Y(i)=0.0 

        CASE(4) 

        X(N*M+M+1)=0.0 

        Y(N*M+M+1)=M 

        CASE(5) 

        do j=2,N 

        X(N*M+M+j)=j-1 

        Y(N*M+M+j)=M 

        end do 

        CASE(6) 

        X(Npt)=N 

        Y(Npt)=M 

        CASE(7) 

        do j=1,M-1 

        X(j*(N+1)+1)=0.0 

        Y(j*(N+1)+1)=j 

        end do 

        CASE(8) 

        do j=1,M-1 

        X(j*(N+1)+N+1)=N 

        Y(j*(N+1)+N+1)=j 

        end do 

        CASE(9) 

        do j=1,M-1 

        do k=1,N-1 

        X(j*(N+1)+k+1)=k 
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       APPENDIX B (continued) 
 

        

       Y(j*(N+1)+k+1)=j 

        end do 

        end do 

        end select 

        end do 

 

! 

!       Read Kprime Inverse times B Matrix from file 

! 

 

        READ(2) NN,MM 

        do i=1,NN 

        read(2) (KpiB(i,j), j=1,MM) 

        end do 

 10     FORMAT(64F11.8) 

 11     FORMAT(2I5) 

20      FORMAT(2f10.4) 

 

!       Now change the boundary conditions, calculate the delta positions, calculate the resulting interior positions 

!       And then the final X-Y postions of all points 

!       Note that the inputs and outputs of the mesh calculations are always delta to the original positions 

 

!       Set delta time 

 

        dt=1.0 

! 

!       Loop 51 times to calculate time-dependent results 

! 

        do ll=1,10 

 

!       Start by setting the boundary inputs equal to inital positions 

 

        do i=1,Npt 

        Xin(i)=X(i) 

        Yin(i)=Y(i) 

        end do 

                 

!       Write titles to files 

 

 WRITE(3,*) "      X         Y" 

 WRITE(4,*) "    Eta       Nu      EtaX        EtaY       NuX      NuY     Etat      Nut" 

   

!       Set any changes to the boundary points 

 

! Input changing location of center 
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         xx=40.0*sin(3.14159/2*(ll-1)/10) 

 yy=40.0*sin(3.14159*(ll-1)/10) 

         

! Circular Object - Compressed bottom with 45 degree sides 

 

! There are 8 cases to apply for two layers of coverage of the object in the middle 

 

 do iquad=1,8 

  

 select case(iquad) 

  

! Inner ring - upper quadrant  

  

 case(1) 

 do i=1,N+1 

! Bottom and top  

 Xin(i)=7.071*cos(3*3.14159/4-3.14159/2*(i-1)/50) +xx 

 Yin(i)=7.071*sin(3*3.14159/4-3.14159/2*(i-1)/50) +yy 

 Xin(i+M*(N+1))=40.0*sqrt(2.0)*cos(3*3.14159/4-3.14159/2*(i-1)/50) +xx 

 Yin(i+M*(N+1))=40.0*sqrt(2.0)*sin(3*3.14159/4-3.14159/2*(i-1)/50) +yy 

 end do 

 do i=1,M 

! Left and right sides   

! Xin(i*(N+1)+1)= -5.0 - 0.7*(0.5+0.5/50*i)*i  +xx 

! Yin(i*(N+1)+1)= 5.0 + 0.7*(0.5+0.5/50*i)*i   +yy 

! Xin(i*(N+1)+N+1) = 5.0 + 0.7*(0.5+0.5/50*i)*i +xx 

! Yin(i*(N+1)+N+1)= 5.0 + 0.7*(0.5+0.5/50*i)*i  +yy 

 Xin(i*(N+1)+1)= -5.0 - 0.7*i  +xx 

 Yin(i*(N+1)+1)= 5.0 + 0.7*i   +yy 

 Xin(i*(N+1)+N+1) = 5.0 + 0.7*i +xx 

 Yin(i*(N+1)+N+1)= 5.0 + 0.7*i  +yy   

 end do 

  

! Inner ring - left quadrant  

 

 case(2) 

 do i=1,N+1 

! Xin(i)= -40.0 + 0.7*(1.5-0.5/50*(i-1))*(i-1)  +xx 

! Yin(i)= -40.0 + 0.7*(1.5-0.5/50*(i-1))*(i-1)  +yy   

!        Xin(i+M*(N+1))= -40.0 + 0.7*(1.5-0.5/50*(i-1))*(i-1)   +xx 

! Yin(i+M*(N+1))= 40.0 - 0.7*(1.5-0.5/50*(i-1))*(i-1)    +yy 

 Xin(i)= -40.0 + 0.7*(i-1)  +xx 

 Yin(i)= -40.0 + 0.7*(i-1)  +yy   

        Xin(i+M*(N+1))= -40.0 + 0.7*(i-1)   +xx 

 Yin(i+M*(N+1))= 40.0 - 0.7*(i-1)    +yy 

 end do 
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         do i=1,M 

 Xin(i*(N+1)+1)=40.0*sqrt(2.0)*cos(5*3.14159/4-3.14159/2*(i)/50)   +xx 

 Yin(i*(N+1)+1)=40.0*sqrt(2.0)*sin(5*3.14159/4-3.14159/2*(i)/50)   +yy 

        Xin(i*(N+1)+N+1)=7.071*cos(5*3.14159/4-3.14159/2*(i)/50)          +xx 

 Yin(i*(N+1)+N+1)=7.071*sin(5*3.14159/4-3.14159/2*(i)/50)          +yy 

 end do 

  

! Inner ring - bottom quadrant  

  

 case(3) 

 do i=1,N+1 

        Xin(i)=40.0*sqrt(2.0)*cos(5*3.14159/4+3.14159/2*(i-1)/50)         +xx 

 Yin(i)=40.0*sqrt(2.0)*sin(5*3.14159/4+3.14159/2*(i-1)/50)   +yy  

 Xin(i+M*(N+1))=7.071*cos(5*3.14159/4+3.14159/2*(i-1)/50)          +xx 

 Yin(i+M*(N+1))=7.071*sin(5*3.14159/4+3.14159/2*(i-1)/50)          +yy 

 end do 

 do i=1,M  

! Xin(i*(N+1)+1)= -40.0 + 0.7*(1.5-0.5/50*i)*i                      +xx 

! Yin(i*(N+1)+1)= -40.0 + 0.7*(1.5-0.5/50*i)*i                   +yy 

! Xin(i*(N+1)+N+1) = 40.0 - 0.7*(1.5-0.5/50*i)*i                    +xx 

! Yin(i*(N+1)+N+1)= -40.0 + 0.7*(1.5-0.5/50*i)*i                   +yy  

 Xin(i*(N+1)+1)= -40.0 + 0.7*i                      +xx 

 Yin(i*(N+1)+1)= -40.0 + 0.7*i                   +yy 

 Xin(i*(N+1)+N+1) = 40.0 - 0.7*i                    +xx 

 Yin(i*(N+1)+N+1)= -40.0 + 0.7*i                   +yy 

 end do 

  

! Inner ring - right quadrant 

  

 case(4) 

 do i=1,N+1 

!        Xin(i)= 5.0 + 0.7*(0.5+0.5/50*(i-1))*(i-1)                        +xx 

! Yin(i)= -5.0 - 0.7*(0.5+0.5/50*(i-1))*(i-1)     +yy 

!        Xin(i+M*(N+1))= 5.0 + 0.7*(0.5+0.5/50*(i-1))*(i-1)                +xx 

! Yin(i+M*(N+1))= 5.0 + 0.7*(0.5+0.5/50*(i-1))*(i-1)           +yy 

 Xin(i)= 5.0 + 0.7*(i-1)                        +xx 

 Yin(i)= -5.0 - 0.7*(i-1)     +yy 

        Xin(i+M*(N+1))= 5.0 + 0.7*(i-1)                +xx 

 Yin(i+M*(N+1))= 5.0 + 0.7*(i-1)           +yy 

 end do 

 do i=1,M 

 Xin(i*(N+1)+1)=7.071*cos(7*3.14159/4+3.14159/2*(i)/50)            +xx 

 Yin(i*(N+1)+1)=7.071*sin(7*3.14159/4+3.14159/2*(i)/50)           +yy 

        Xin(i*(N+1)+N+1)=40.0*sqrt(2.0)*cos(7*3.14159/4+3.14159/2*(i)/50) +xx 

 Yin(i*(N+1)+N+1)=40.0*sqrt(2.0)*sin(7*3.14159/4+3.14159/2*(i)/50) +yy  

 end do 
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! Outer ring - upper quadrant 

  

 case(5) 

 do i=1,N+1  

        Xin(i)=40.0*sqrt(2.0)*cos(3*3.14159/4-3.14159/2*(i-1)/50)         +xx 

 Yin(i)=40.0*sqrt(2.0)*sin(3*3.14159/4-3.14159/2*(i-1)/50)   +yy 

! Xin(i+M*(N+1))=-200.0+400.0*(i-1)/50 

! Yin(i+M*(N+1))=200.0 

 Xin(i+M*(N+1))=200.0*sqrt(2.0)*cos(3*3.14159/4-3.14159/2*(i-1)/50) 

 Yin(i+M*(N+1))=200.0*sqrt(2.0)*sin(3*3.14159/4-3.14159/2*(i-1)/50)  

 end do 

 do i=1,M  

 Xin(i*(N+1)+1)= -40.0 +xx - (200-40+xx)/50*i  

 Yin(i*(N+1)+1)= 40.0 +yy + (200-40-yy)/50*i  

 Xin(i*(N+1)+N+1) = 40.0 +xx + (200-40-xx)/50*i 

 Yin(i*(N+1)+N+1)= 40.0 +yy + (200-40-yy)/50*i  

 end do 

  

! Outer ring - left quadrant 

  

 case(6) 

 do i=1,N+1 

        Xin(i)= -200.0 + (200-40+xx)/50*(i-1) 

 Yin(i)= -200.0 + (200-40+yy)/50*(i-1)    

        Xin(i+M*(N+1))= -200.0 + (200-40+xx)/50*(i-1) 

 Yin(i+M*(N+1))= 200.0 - (200-40-yy)/50*(i-1)  

 end do 

 do i=1,M 

 Xin(i*(N+1)+1)=200.0*sqrt(2.0)*cos(5*3.14159/4-3.14159/2*(i)/50) 

 Yin(i*(N+1)+1)=200.0*sqrt(2.0)*sin(5*3.14159/4-3.14159/2*(i)/50)    

        Xin(i*(N+1)+N+1)=40.0*sqrt(2.0)*cos(5*3.14159/4-3.14159/2*(i)/50)    +xx 

 Yin(i*(N+1)+N+1)=40.0*sqrt(2.0)*sin(5*3.14159/4-3.14159/2*(i)/50)    +yy  

 end do 

  

! Outer ring - bottom quadrant 

  

 case(7) 

 do i=1,N+1 

        Xin(i)= 200.0*sqrt(2.0)*cos(5*3.14159/4+3.14159/2*(i-1)/50) 

 Yin(i)= 200.0*sqrt(2.0)*sin(5*3.14159/4+3.14159/2*(i-1)/50)   

 Xin(i+M*(N+1))=40.0*sqrt(2.0)*cos(5*3.14159/4+3.14159/2*(i-1)/50)       +xx 

 Yin(i+M*(N+1))=40.0*sqrt(2.0)*sin(5*3.14159/4+3.14159/2*(i-1)/50)       +yy 

 end do 

 do i=1,M  

 Xin(i*(N+1)+1)= -200.0 + (200-40+xx)/50*i 
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        Yin(i*(N+1)+1)= -200.0 + (200-40+yy)/50*i 

 Xin(i*(N+1)+N+1) = 200.0 - (200-40-xx)/50*i 

 Yin(i*(N+1)+N+1)= -200.0 + (200-40+yy)/50*i  

 end do 

  

! Outer ring - right quadrant 

  

 case(8) 

 do i=1,N+1 

        Xin(i)= 40.0 + xx + (200-40-xx)/50*(i-1) 

 Yin(i)= -40.0 +yy - (200-40+yy)/50*(i-1)    

        Xin(i+M*(N+1))= 40.0 +xx + (200-40-xx)/50*(i-1) 

 Yin(i+M*(N+1))= 40.0 +yy + (200-40-yy)/50*(i-1)  

 end do 

 do i=1,M 

 Xin(i*(N+1)+1)=40.0*sqrt(2.0)*cos(7*3.14159/4+3.14159/2*(i)/50)         +xx 

 Yin(i*(N+1)+1)=40.0*sqrt(2.0)*sin(7*3.14159/4+3.14159/2*(i)/50)  +yy  

        Xin(i*(N+1)+N+1)=200.0*sqrt(2.0)*cos(7*3.14159/4+3.14159/2*(i)/50) 

 Yin(i*(N+1)+N+1)=200.0*sqrt(2.0)*sin(7*3.14159/4+3.14159/2*(i)/50)  

 end do 

  

 end select 

           

! 

!       Calculate the input deltas 

 

        j=1 

        do i=1,Npt 

        IF(Ipt(i).ne.9) then 

        Uin(j)=Xin(i)-X(i) 

        Uin(j+1)=Yin(i)-Y(i) 

        j=j+2 

        END if 

        end do 

 

!       Calculate the output deltas 

 

        Uout = -MATMUL(KpiB,Uin) 

 

!       Calculate the final X-Y point positions (pay attention to whether it is interior pt or not) 

        j=1 

        k=1 

        do i=1,Npt 

 

! If it is a boundary point it's position is determined by inputs provided above, if it is an uncontrolled 

! point it's position is determined by the solution 
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        IF(Ipt(i).eq.9) then 

        Xout(i)=X(i)+Uout(k) 

        Yout(i)=Y(i)+Uout(k+1) 

        k=k+2 

        else 

        Xout(i)=X(i)+Uin(j) 

        Yout(i)=Y(i)+Uin(j+1) 

        j=j+2 

        END if 

        end do 

 

 

!       Compute Metrics 

!       First compute The X and Y derivatives due to Eta and Nu along with the Jacobian 

 

!       d-eta Points first 

 

        do j=1,Npt,N+1 

 

!       Use 2nd order Forward Difference formula for left hand points 

 

        Xeta(j)=(-3*Xout(j)+4*Xout(j+1)-Xout(j+2))/(2*(X(j+1)-X(j))) 

        Yeta(j)=(-3*Yout(j)+4*Yout(j+1)-Yout(j+2))/(2*(X(j+1)-X(j))) 

        Xeta(j)=(-Xout(j)+Xout(j+1))/((X(j+1)-X(j))) 

        Yeta(j)=(-Yout(j)+Yout(j+1))/((X(j+1)-X(j))) 

!       Use 2nd order Backward Difference formula for right hand points 

 

        Xeta(j+N)=(3*Xout(j+N)-4*Xout(j+N-1)+Xout(j+N-2))/(2*(X(j+N)-X(j+N-1))) 

        Yeta(j+N)=(3*Yout(j+N)-4*Yout(j+N-1)+Yout(j+N-2))/(2*(X(j+N)-X(j+N-1))) 

        Xeta(j+N)=(Xout(j+N)-Xout(j+N-1))/((X(j+N)-X(j+N-1))) 

        Yeta(j+N)=(Yout(j+N)-Yout(j+N-1))/((X(j+N)-X(j+N-1))) 

!       Use Central Difference formula for interior primary points 

 

        do i=1,N-1 

        Xeta(j+i)=(Xout(j+i+1)-Xout(j+i-1))/(2*(X(j+i+1)-X(j+i))) 

        Yeta(j+i)=(Yout(j+i+1)-Yout(j+i-1))/(2*(X(j+i+1)-X(j+i))) 

 

        end do 

        END do 

!       Now compute d-nu Points 

 

        jj=N+1 

        jjj=M*jj 

 

        do i=1,N+1 
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!       Use 2nd order Forward Difference formula for bottom points 

 

        Xnu(i)=(-3*Xout(i)+4*Xout(i+jj)-Xout(i+2*jj))/(2*(Y(i+jj)-Y(i))) 

        Ynu(i)=(-3*Yout(i)+4*Yout(i+jj)-Yout(i+2*jj))/(2*(Y(i+jj)-Y(i))) 

        Xnu(i)=(-Xout(i)+Xout(i+jj))/((Y(i+jj)-Y(i))) 

        Ynu(i)=(-Yout(i)+Yout(i+jj))/((Y(i+jj)-Y(i))) 

!       Use 2nd order Backward Difference formula for top points 

 

        Xnu(i+jjj)=(3*Xout(i+jjj)-4*Xout(i+jjj-jj)+Xout(i+jjj-2*jj))/(2*(Y(i+jjj)-Y(i+jjj-jj))) 

        Ynu(i+jjj)=(3*Yout(i+jjj)-4*Yout(i+jjj-jj)+Yout(i+jjj-2*jj))/(2*(Y(i+jjj)-Y(i+jjj-jj))) 

        Xnu(i+jjj)=(Xout(i+jjj)-Xout(i+jjj-jj))/((Y(i+jjj)-Y(i+jjj-jj))) 

        Ynu(i+jjj)=(Yout(i+jjj)-Yout(i+jjj-jj))/((Y(i+jjj)-Y(i+jjj-jj))) 

        end do 

        do j=jj,jjj-jj,N+1 

 

!       Use Central Difference formula for interior primary points 

 

        do i=1,N+1 

        Xnu(j+i)=(Xout(j+i+jj)-Xout(j+i-jj))/(2*(Y(j+i+jj)-Y(j+i))) 

        Ynu(j+i)=(Yout(j+i+jj)-Yout(j+i-jj))/(2*(Y(j+i+jj)-Y(j+i))) 

        end do 

        END do 

 

!       Compute Jacobian and metrics for all points 

 

        do i=1,Npt 

        Jacob(i)=1.0/(Xeta(i)*Ynu(i)-Yeta(i)*Xnu(i)) 

        EtaX(i)=Jacob(i)*Ynu(i) 

        EtaY(i)=-Jacob(i)*Xnu(i) 

        NuX(i)=-Jacob(i)*Yeta(i) 

        NuY(i)=Jacob(i)*Xeta(i) 

        END do 

 

!       Compute time-dependent metrics - Etat and Nut 

 

        IF(ll.ne.1) then 

 

!       Compute Xt and Yt and Etat and Nut 

 

        do i=1,NPT 

        Xt(i)=(Xout(i)-Xlast(i))/dt 

        Yt(i)=(Yout(i)-Ylast(i))/dt 

        Etat(i)= -(Xt(i)*EtaX(i)+Yt(i)*EtaY(i)) 

        Nut(i) = -(Xt(i)*NuX(i) + Yt(i)*NuY(i)) 

        end do 
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        END if 

 

!       Save past X and Y values 

 

        do i=1,Npt 

        Xlast(i)=Xout(i) 

        Ylast(i)=Yout(i) 

        end do 

 

!       Write Final X and Y points to file 

 

        do i=1,Npt 

        WRITE(3,20) Xout(i),Yout(i) 

        END do 

         

!       Write Metrics to file 

        

        do i=1,Npt 

        WRITE(4,40) X(i),Y(i),EtaX(i),EtaY(i),NuX(i),NuY(i),Etat(i),Nut(i) 

        END do 

         

        end do  

        end do 

         

40      FORMAT(8f10.4) 

        close (unit = 2) 

        CLOSE(UNIT=3) 

        CLOSE(UNIT=4) 

        END PROGRAM 
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APPENDIX C 
 

CALCULATION OF FLOATING POINT OPERATIONS REQUIRED FOR DIFFERENT 
INVERSION APPROACHES 

 
 

The following calculations are for the floating point operations required for each of the methods 
used to derive the K-inverse times B matrix. 
 
Full Gauss-Jordan Method 
 
This method involves using matrix manipulation to perform the following conversion of the 
conjoined K and identity matrices: 
 
 [K : I]  to [I : K-1] 
 
FLOPs for the eliminating the lower diagonal of the K matrix: 
 
 FLD = C=1 to N-1) [ 2N-1 + (R=2 to N) (4N-2C+1)] 
 
Where N is the size of the K matrix and C and R are the column and row of the matrix. 
 
 FLD = C=1 to N-1) [ 2N-1 + 

  
 FLD = 






FLOPs for eliminating the upper diagonal are computed in a similar manner. 
 
 FUD =C=N to 2)  (R=N-1 to 1) (4N-2C+1) 
 
 FUD =






The final calculation is for the multiplication of the of the K-inverse matrix times the B matrix. 
 
 FKIB = M*N (2N-1) 
 
Where M is the number of columns in the B matrix.  For a square configuration of the mesh, M 
is 4*N ½.  Therefore: 
 
 FKIB = 8N2.5 – 4N1.5 

 

The total FLOPs for this approach is then: 
 
 FT = FLD + FUD + FKIB 
 
 FT= 6N + 8N2.5 + ….. 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 
 
 
For the Gauss Elimination method, the matrix manipulation is made to solve the following 
equation: 
 
 [K] {Y} = [B] {X} 
 
Where K is an N-by-N matrix and B is N-by-M matrix.  Since we don’t know either X or Y yet, 
the approach is to convert K to the identity matrix using matrix operations.  The right hand side 
will then consist of the desired K-inverse times B matrix times the unknown X vector. 
 
Assume K is a full matrix 
 
First eliminate the lower diagonal of K. 
 
 FLD = C=1 to N-1) [ N+M-1 + (R=2 to N) (2N+2M-2C+1)] 
 
 FLD = C=1 to N-1) [ N+M-1 + (2N+2M-2C+1)(N-1)] 
 
 FLD = (N+M-1)(N-1) + (2N+2M+1)(N-1)(N-1) – N(N-1)(N-1) 
 
Substituting 4N ½ for M and carrying out the multiplications results in: 
 
 FLD =  + 8N2.5 



 
Now calculate the FLOPs required to eliminate the upper diagonal of K. 
 
 FUD = C=N to 2) (R=N-1 to 1) (N+2M-C+1)] 
 
 FUD = C=N to 2) (N+2M-C+1)(N-1) 
 
 FUD = ½  + 8N2.5 



 
The total FLOPs will be the sum of these two term: 
 
 FT = FLD + FUD 
 
 FT = 3/2  + 16N2.5 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 
 
 
Now in reality, the K matrix is not a full matrix.  It is instead banded around the diagonal with 
the maximum distance form the diagonal being N ½ .  This will modify the calulations above as 
follows: 
 
Banded K matrix: 
 
First eliminate the lower diagonal of K. 
 
 FLD = C=1 to N-1) [N ½ +M + (R=2 to N ½) (3N ½ +2M+1)] 
 
 FLD = C=1 to N-1) [N ½ +M + 11N+ N ½] 
 
Substituting 4N ½ for M and carrying out the multiplications results in: 
 
 FLD = 11 + 6N1.5 



 
Now calculate the FLOPs required to eliminate the upper diagonal of K. 
 
 FUD = C=N to 2) (R=N-1 to 1) 2M ] 
 
 FUD = 8  
 
The total FLOPs will be the sum of these two term: 
 
 FT = FLD + FUD 
 
 FT = 19 + 6N1.5 


 

 


